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ABSTRACT

I This final report summarizes the results obtained on Grant AFOSR-91-025. The

overall objective of this basic research program was the quantitative investigation of the

fundamental phenomena relevant to aero-thermodynamic distortion induced structural

dynamic blade responses in multistage gas turbine engines and the study of the fundamental

unsteady aerodynamics and heat transfer phenomena inherent in turbines. The technical

approach involved unique benchmark experiments and also analyses. In particular, the

flow physics of multistage blade row interactions were investigated, with unique unsteady

aerodynamic data obtained and analyses developed to understand, quantify, and

discriminate the fundamental flow phenomena as well as to direct the modeling of advanced

analyses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the final report on Grant AFOSR-91-025, a research program directed at the

quantitative investigation of the fundamental unsteady aerodynamic phenomena driving

forced response in turbomachine blade rows and the study of the fundamental unsteady

aerodynamics and heat transfer phenomena inherent in turbines. The technical approach

involved unique benchmark experiments and also analyses. In particular, the flow physics

of multistage blade row interactions were investigated, with unique unsteady aerodynamic

data obtained and analyses developed to understand, quantify, and discriminate the

fundamental flow phenomena as well as to direct the modeling of advanced analyses.

The research results obtained are contained in both the publications and the graduate

student theses. The technical publications are summarized in the following, with the

detailed res;ults and publications presented in the appendices.

EL. PUBLICATIONS

Eley, J.A. and Fleeter, S., "Oscillating Cascade Unsteady Aerodynamics Including
Separated Flow Effects," Computational Mechanics, Vol. 8, No. 6, pp. 383-398, 1991.

Manwaring, S.R., and Fleeter, S., "Rotor Blade Unsteady Aerodynamic Gust Response to
Inlet Guide Vane Wakes," ASME Journal of Turbomachinery, Vol. 115, No. 1, January
1993, pp. 197-206.

Kim, K and Fleeter, S., "Forcing Function Generation Fluid Dynamic Effects on
Compressor Blade Gust Response," AMAA Journal of Propulsion and Power, Vol. 10,
Number 2, March-April 1994, pp. 204-216.

Manwaring, S. R. and Fleeter, S., "Reduced Frequency Effects on Gust Response
Unsteady Aerodynamics in Turbomachines," IUTAM 6th International Symposium on
Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticity of Turbomachines and Propellers, The
University of Notre Dame, September 1991.

Kim, K and Fleeter, S., "Compressor Blade Row Unsteady Aerodynamic Response to
Attached and Separated Flow Forcing Functions," AIAA Paper 92-0147 January 1992
(also International Journal of Turbo & Jet Engines, in press).
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Wolff, J.M. and Fleeter, S., "Single Passage Euler Analysis of Oscillating Cascade
Unsteady Aerodynamics for Arbitrary Interblade Phase Angle," A/AA Paper 93-0389,
January 1993 (also A/AA Journal for Propulsion and Power, in press).

Manwaring, S.R. and Fleeter, S., "Acoustic Resonance Flow Conditions on Wake
Generated Rotor Blade Gust Response," ASME Paper 93-187, May 1993..

Kim, K. and Fleeter, S., "Compressor Unsteady Aerodynamic Response to Rotating Stall
and Surge Excitations," AIAA Paper 93-2087, June 1993 (also AIAA Journal for
Propubion and Power, in press).
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i Oscillating cascade unsteady aerodynamics
including separated flow effects
J. A. Eley and S. Ficeter
School of Mechanical Engineering. Purdue University, W.it Lafayette. Indiana 47907. USA

Abstract. A mathematical model is dcvcloped to predict the effect of flow separation on the unsteady aerodynamic lift and
moment acting on a two-dimensional flat plate cascade which is harmonically oscillating in a subsonic flow field. The unsteady
N1ow is considered to be a small perturbation to the uniform steady flow. with the steady flow assumed to separate at a specikied
fixed position on the airfoil suction surface. This formulation does not require the difference in the upwash velocity across she
airfoil in the separated flow region to he determined before calculating the unsteady pressure difference across the chordlinc
of the airfoils, thereby eliminating the assumption that the upwash difference is zero at the trailing edge when the steady flow
is separated. Results obtained demonstrate that although flow separation decreases bending mode stability, it does not result
in bending mode flutter. However. flow separation can result in torsion mode flutter, with this instability being a function of
the location of both the separation point and the elastic axis.

Lia ofsymbsk

Ad nondimensional distance DIC
h nondimensional distance H/C
k reduced frequency, wCIU ,
P perturbation pressure
V perturbation velocity in the x direction
v perturbation velocity in the Y direction
x nondimensional chordwise Caretesian coordinate. X/C
Y, nondimensional separation point location measured from the leading edge
y Iondimensional normal Cartesian coordinate, YIC
YD bending mode nondimensional displacement
C airfoil chord
CL unsteady lift coefficient
C, unsteady moment coefficientC, pressure difference coefdent..L•p
D distance between leading edges of adjacent airfoils as measured in the x direction
H distance between mean positions of adjacent airfoils as measured in the Y direction
MH Mach number at x- o
P fluid static pressure
P, fluid static pressure at x ,-
S spacing between adjacent airfoils
2 airfoil angular displacement for torsional oscillations
I(I -M2

7 cavitation number0 cascade stagger angle
S Fourier transform variable

a cascade interblade phase angleSvelocity potential

Wo circular frequency

Subscripts
b bending mode oscillation

S torinl mode oscillation
2+ upper surface

I- lower surface
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The continuing demand for more efficient axial flow compressors for gas turbine engines is being
achieved by higher rotational speeds, thinner airfoils, higher pressure ratios per stage, and increased
operating temperatures. As a result, the possibility of an aerodynamic blade row instability is an
important design consideration. Namely, under certain conditions, a blade row operating in a
completely uniform flow field can enter into a self-excited oscillation known as flutter. The motion
is sustained by the extraction of energy from the uniform flow during each vibratory cycle, with
the flutter frequency generally corresponding to one of the lower blade or coupled blade-disk
natural frequencies.

To predict the aerodynamic stability of a rotor, a typical airfoil section approach is utilized.
The three-dimensional flow field through the rotor is approximated by two-dimensional strips
along the blade span. For each strip, the structural dynamic properties and the unsteady aero-
dynamic loading due to harmonic airfoil oscillations must be determined. Finite element techniques
enable the structural and vibrational characteristics to be accurately predicted. However, accurate
predictions of the flutter characteristics of the blade row cannot be made due to inadequacies in
current state-of-the-art oscillating cascade models.

Unsteady aerodynamic models are typically restricted to thin airfoil theory, with the unsteady
disturbances generated by the oscillating airfoils assumed to be small compared to the mean steady
potential flow field. In addition, the airfoils are considered to be flat plates at zero incidence. Thus,
the unsteady aerodynamics become uncoupled from the steady flow, leading to a model wherein
the flow is linearized about a uniform and parallel flow. Kernel function methods can then often
be utilized to determine analytical solutions for the unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment acting
on the oscillating airfoils.

When the mean flow does not separate from the airfoil, i.e., unstalled flutter, a number of such
unsteady aerodynamic models have been developed. For example. Whitehead (1960) developed a
model for incompressible flow through an infinite cascade of oscillating flow plate airfoils by
constructing a vorticity distribution on each airfoil which satisfied the boundary conditions.
Fleeter (1973) extended-this model to include compressible flow by using Fourier transform theory
and the linearized small perturbation potential flow equation. Smith (1972) developed an analogous
subsonic model by replacing the airfoils by a series of continuous singularity distributions. For
both subsonic and supersonic inlet flow Mach numbers, Ni (1979) developed a corresponding
kernel function analysis.

The particular problem of interest herein is subsonic stall flutter. It is the oldest, most common
type of flutter and is generally attributed to separated flow on the suction surface of the airfoils
caused by operating beyond some critical mean flow incidence angle at subsonic Mach numbers.
Bending, torsion, and coupled vibrational modes have been documented when this type of flutter
is encountered at part speed in a high speed fan and at or near the design speed in a low or high
pressure compressor.

Only a very few unsteady aerodynamic models appropriate for stall flutter prediction have
been developed. In these, the flow is considered to separate at a specified position on the airfoil
suction surface, with this separation point fixed throughout the airfoil oscillation cycle. Also, the
pressure in the separated flow region and the wake is assumed to be constant. Woods (1957)
developed a model for incompressible potential flow past an isolated airfoil. An incompressible
flow oscillating cascade unsteady aerodynamic model for turbomachine applications was formulated
by Sisto (1967). Perumal and Sisto (1975) developed a model for incompressible flow through an
infinite cascade of oscillating airfoils using conformal mapping and the acceleration potential.
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More recently. Chi ( 190. 1985) used Iourier transform theory and the linearized small perturbation
potential flow equation to develop an oscillating airfoil and airfoil cascade model for subsonic
compressible now. This solution consists of an attached flow unsteady aerodynamic solution and
a correction to account for the effects of the flow separation. This correction is determined by
solving two integral equations: one for the difference in the upwash velocity across the airfoil in
the separated flow region. and a second for the correction of the unsteady pressure differencc across
the airfoil chordline due to the separated flow. However. Chi assumes that the Kutta condition
applies to the separated flow region, i.e.. the upwash difference becomes vcro at the airfoil trailing
edge even though the flow is separated.

In this paper, an unsteady aerodynamic cascade analysis which is appropriate for the design
prediction of subsonic stall fluttcr in turbomachines is developed. In particular. this model will
predict the effect of flow sparation on the unsteady lift and moment acting on a two-dimcnsional
flat plate airfoil cascade which is harmonically oscillating in a subsonic now field. The unsteady
flow field is considered to be a small pcz:urbation to the uniform steady flow. with the steady flow
assumed to separate at a specified fixed position on the suction surface of the airfoils. In this
formulation, the difference in the upwash velocity across the airfoil in the separated flow region
is not required to be determined before calculating the correction of the unsteady pressure
difference across the chordline of the airfoils, thereby eliminating the assumption that the upwash
difference is zero at the trailing edge when the steady flow is separated.

2 Unsteady aerodynamic model

This model considers the inviscid flow past an oscillating airfoil cascade. The fluid is assumed to
be a thermally and calorically perfect gas. with the subsonic flow inviscid and irrotational. The
far upstream flow is uniform with velocity U1, and approaches the cascade at zero mean incidence
angle. The steady flow is assumed to separate from a specified fixed position on the suction surfaces
of the airfoils, with the constant pressure separated flow region confined to a thin slit extending
to downstream infinity, Fig. 1. The unsteady aerodynamics of interest are generated by small
amplitude translational or torsional oscillations of the airfoil cascade, with a constant interblade
phase angle.

The linearized partial differential equation for the unsteady velocity potential. k. is given in
Eq. (IL, with the linearized unsteady Bernoulci equation specified in Eq. (2).

02X P# I 420 U a2\ 0) = 0X P= -Ps.((±'+U ~ 1F+---f -+2U - U (12),X O Z a _ 2 ( 0 aoX(t OX2} ' t1-t O°•X "

Equations (1) and (2) are first used to derive the unsteady pressure difference across the airfoil for
attached flow, and then to derive a correction for the flow separation using the condition that the
pressure is constant in the separated flow region. As this is a linear analysis, the unsteady pressure

S/

/ /

1O. C /C x

/!t,-l /

/ / Fig. I. Cascade and flow field configuration
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and the resulting unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment acting on the airfoils are expressed as a
sum of the fully attached flow solution and a correction due to the flow separation.

For the portion of the airfoil where the flow is attached. the velocity component normal to the
airfoil surface, the upwash velocity, must be equal to the airfoil surface velocity. This boundary
condition. Eq (3a), is satisfied at the airfoil mean position. IHowcver. in the separated flow rcgion.
the velocity componcnt normal to the airfoil surface is not equal to the surface velocity, and
therefore is unknown. This perturbation velocity must he- determined using the condition that the
pressure is constant in the separated flow region. with the cavitation number dceined in Eq. (3b)
and the separated flow region boundary condition given in Eq. (4).

vo=-+U,,(X-X•,).-+U,,c at Y=0, 0<X<X,. 7(r)=>
dt dt ip Lu,

(3a. h)

p= -2p.,,U2.,y(t) at Y=O+, X>X,. (4)

where X, specifies the separation chordwise position.
Nondimensionalizing the spatial dimensions with respect to the airfoil chord. C, assuming

harmonic time dependence for the airfoil motion and the flow variables at a frequency ,t and
substituting these quantities into Eqs. (1.2) and (3), results in the following for the perturbation
velocity potential. the perturbation pressure, and the attached and separated flow unsteady
boundary conditions.

02'1-i+ý-i- 2ikM 2 L46+k 2M2 j=0, p= +-) (5,6)Ox' Oy-'• - x

7=U,{4+d(l+ik(x-x.))1 at y=01, Ogx-x,. A=-½pU-,• at y=O÷, x>x,
(7.8)

where

M,=U--; pj=1-M2; k=°L-. and 4=ik.b.a ,., InU ,

Once Eq. (5) is solved, Eq. (6) is used to compute the unsteady pressure difference across the
airfoil. This is then integrated to obtain the unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment acting on the
airfoil.

3 Fourier transforms

Equation (5) for the perturbation velocity potential is reduced to an ordinary differential equation
by use of Fourier transforms, with the Fourier transform pair defined in Eq. (9).

FT[g(x)] g*(v) = f g(x)exp( -ivx)dx and g(x) = J g*(v)exp(ivx)dv. (9)

Applying the Fourier transform technique and assuming that all flow perturbations remain
bounded in the far field leads to the following ordinary differential equations for the transformed
perturbation velocity potential and pressure.

* ==k + (10,v I
SC

where*2 _p2 v2 + 2kM2v + kVM2.

The general solution to Eq. (10) for the perturbation velocity potential is given in Eq. (12).

= At sin(py) + A 2 cos(Py) (12)
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The constants A, and A2 are evaluated from the normal velocity boundary conditions on two
adjacent airfoils. The time dependent perturbations at (x + d, y + h) arc taken to lead the same
perturbations at (x, y) by the constant interbladc phase angle a.

The transformed boundary conditions on the upper surface of the zeroth airfoil and the lower
surface of the first airfoil of Fig. I are given in Eqs. 413).

r =CUJ¶(vll,,.1 xaCi5"*, -j- = C explila - d))l1( vl)l, = C explil - vdl))* .

(I 3a, h)

Equations (13) arc used to solve for the constants A, and '2 in Eq. (12) in terms of iP and 00.
Recall that for attached flow, both fl*- and O* are known. However, in the separated flow region,
6*+ is unknown. The resulting solution for 0* is given in Eq. (14),

, Cv sin(py) C(P*' cosiII) - L*_ expi -i(ivd-))cos(py) (14)
SAp sin (ph)

This expression for • is used in the unsteady pressure equation. Eq. (I1). with the following
definitions useful
fit=V',,. it--PI.,- 1%m*l..,- 0•=- - (15a, b)
Evaluating Eq. (11) at y= 0÷ and 0- and then using Eq. (14), the unsteady pressure on the upper

and lower surfaces of the zeroth airfoil is determined

A.. B* , -A (16a.b)

where

(k + v)cos(ph) (k + v)cot(ph)A" illsin(Ah) i/A

B' = (k+v)exp(-i(vd-ua)) and C* = (k+v)exp(i(vd-cr))
ip sin(ph) ip sin (ph)

Equation (16) is used to obtain independent equations for the upwash difference coefficient and
the unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient. First Eq. (20) is rewritten as follows:

P*AVE IA*uAEiAp,,v 1 Ap 6 *.41 1 , •
-+. +-;.-=(A* .B)--u+-(A* + B*)

U2.1  2pUU 1  2 U.10
P*V 1 ap* 1 *AVE I AVl-- =_(A* -C*)- +-(A* + C)-. (l7a, b)
p.U 2p AU- T- 2 U

Subtracting Eq. (17b) from Eq. (17a) and manipulating the results leads to Eq. (18)

-,"= K* - + V -- (18)

where
______ (C - B*)

K* = I and LV =
2A* - BO - C* 2(2A* - B* - C*)"

Equation (17a) is then multiplied by (A* - C*) and Eq. (17b) by (A* - B*), with the resulting
equations added. This gives the following
psAVE &P* Ut-7' A* 2 - B'C*

U2 +M* , where M= . (19)
p(U2= U2p•O I P4 0 2A*--B* -C*
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Chi (1980, 1985) performs the Fourier inversion of Ens. (18) and (19) and further manipulates the

result to obtain integral equations for A. X) and APC R(X)
U,' p®U,

However, by further manipulating Eqs. (18) and (19)L independent equations may be derived for
the upwash difference coefficient and the unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient. First.
substitute
o*AVE #* I &O* AjATT Ap*PCOI

+ - and = +
UU,•' 2 U.,U, pU p,, u 20

into Eq. (18). The result is:
go I AP* P*AT*•T 'K*APCOX O

W+_K* A -* OP +L*-4 . (20)U 2U p,2U.' p'.U I U .

In the attached flow region of the airfoil, Eq. (21) is valid, with the only unknown being the attached
flow unsteady pressure difference
-- = K- P*ATT (21)

U K p.U2

An equation for the separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient is obtained
by subtracting Eq. (21) from Eq. (20)
Ar*co* AU*

. =. (A * - C * ) .-- - . (2 2 )M®U OD

In this equation, both the unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient and the upwash
difference coefficient are unknown. Therefore, another equation is needed.

Rewriting Eq. (19) yields the following

...L*)++ -,.--- ul=(L5 +I P - +M (23)

Equation (22) is solved for AD*/U, which is then substituted into Eq. (23). The resulting equation
leads to the following independent equation for the unsteady pressure difference correction
coefficient

K*Af*cOX To - A- &*ArT +,*Q) 1(4p. / I _.U2

where
L*2  L* 1

To=-; Q*-; and KJ*
A* A* C 2A-

An equation for A4i*/U, is obtained by substituting Eq. (22) into Eq. (19)
Af•* . A-*ATT

U. P* +1? P+ (25)
C. P® .pU.

The Fourier inversion may now be performed for both the attached flow solution, Eq. (21), and
the separated flow correction, Eqs. (24) and (25).

The Fourier inversion for the attached flow, Eq. (21), noting that 4P. U1 )0 off of the airfoil,
is given in Eq. (26),

6-(X) 1 pATT(C)+c
= K(x - 0•. A TC; where Kqd)=- I K* exp(ivq)dv. (26)

Up o pU 21r -
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Note that this is the same attached flow equation as obtained by Smith (1972) when differences in

notation are taken into account.
The Fourier inversion of the separated flow equation is:

K. O-•C) '& MT(x-i0- -&# dC
LU, s, LL

+ J /Ax--O X- 0 fx O d,, (27)

where

S(q) T*exp(ivq)d,". Q(q)- f Q*exp(iv#dv. K/(?I)= - K•*exp(iq)dv.3n ,- 2n -- 2n

LL = Lower Limit (to be determined) and T(q), Q(Q) and ki(q) are evaluated in the Appendices.
The inverse transform of the upwash differences, Eq. (25), is

MW - "T {QTx-C)+KCx-O) P()d'"
S: i a( -xR(x), (28)

where R(x) = Q K•(x-0)jd4 and is presented in the appendix.!Z!
The cascade unsteady pressure difference correction equation becomes

ApCfO _(C) !{T _ CI ApP(C)dC
K(x-C) d- p.U2 - ,(x - - Q(x-C))}dC.X, P.u2 2. x. pu

(29)

The upper limits of + oo are undesirable since Ac"(C)(/p . U2 will be obtained by collocation.
To eliminate this problem, this equation is rewritten by breaking the first and third integrals into
integrals from C = x, to C = I and from C = I to C = + oo

... . Ac°R(M') + 0 K(xC)A (C)°dC
X, p. U'j Po W~-

={T(x-C) -_ (x _ d)C--if ( x-C)- Q(x-CIfdC

- ,- j* {/(x- C - Q(x- C))fdC. (30)

2 Zn

As x- I., the integrals with upper limit of I become zero. Then

M K~x-OC) dC +1- - {9,(x-C)-Q(x- C)}'dC.
PooU1 2,1

Since both of these integrals are independent of x,, they must be equal for all x,. Subtracting these
from Eq. (30), the final cascade separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction equation is
obtained

W(x)=i K(x -C)APC(O) dC, (31)

where

W(x)= .{T(x.C- -- .9(x- C)}AP AT(O dC. - {f (x_ý)_.-Q(x-C))},dC.
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Once the attached flow solution is determined from Eq. (26) and the cavitation number specified,
Eq. (31) is solved by collocation to obtain the separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction
coefficient.

4 Unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment coefl'cieats

The unsteady lift coefficient. positive in the + y direction, is defined as

,, c 0 .A (35)

Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (35) and noting that'the unsteady pressure difference correction is
zero upstream of the separation point, leads to Eq. (37):

U fi 2 U= + U( (36)
Zp., . U. p., P,., U..•&# T (Cm o

CUP ffArT + C(OR where T a =_ (0L Lf L whr Ld and iffi 2 dC. (37)
0 Po p U 2. U.pU

The unsteady moment coefficient, positive counterclockwise about an elastic axis at the leading
edge, is defined as

3 - 4 - -• o -, . (38)p®OU C2 o PW U2

Substituting Eq. (36) into Eq. (38) yields:

CU M .~+CO where MAT N2 '. U'' = dC.(SJ n -r__

o pXU. x, p dJ®
(39)

5 Results

The mathematical model developed herein is utilized to demonstrate the effects of flow separation
on the unsteady aerodynamics of an harmonically oscillating flat plate cascade in a subsonic flow
field. The attached flow part of the model predictions are obtained from the Smith code (1987). It
predicts the unsteady pressure difference coefficient and the cascade translation and torsion mode
unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment coefficients. The separated flow part of the model uses the

attached flow results to analyze the separated flow unsteady pressure difference correction coefficient,
the unsteady aerodynamic lift and moment correction coefficients, and the upwash difference
coefficient for a specified separation point location and cavitation number. Note that for the results
presented herein, a zero cavitation number is considered. The separated flow unsteady aero-
dynamic lift and moment coefficients are then added to the attached flow values to obtain the
separated flow coefficients.

The effect of flow separation on the magnitude and phase of the cascade bending mode
unsteady pressure difference coefficient is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. A leading edge flow separation
point decreases the magnitude of C., by a factor of approximately two. Also, the attached and
separated flow phase angles of C.6 are not equal.

Figure 4 shows the magnitude of the bending mode upwash difference coefficient with leading
edge flow separation for an isolated airfoil and an airfoil cascade. Recall that the upwash difference
coefficient is zero for attached flow. Note that the upwash difference coefficient is not zero
downstream of the trailing edge for either the isolated airfoil or the cascade, as was assumed by
Chi (1980,1985). The fact that a nonzero constant value is approached downstream of the trailing
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edge is consistent with the assumption that the separation wake extends to downstream infinity.
Midchord flow separation. Fig. 5, tends to produce a more rapidly changing upwash difference
coefficient magnitude than does leading edge separation. Again, the upwash difference coefficient
does not become zero downstream of the trailing edge. Also, the separated flow upwash difference
magnitude for both the isolated airfoil and the cascade exhibit a sharp dip near 60%,/ chord. Both
the real and imaginary parts of the upwash difference coefficient are smooth in the region of 60•"
airfoil chord, with this dip being caused by the real part of the coefficient passing through zero at
this point.

The effects of leading edge flow separation on the bending mode suction surface upwash
velocity distribution are shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for an isolated airfoil and an airfoil cascade. The
attached flow results are the same for both the isolated airfoil and the cascade since both upwash
velocities are equal to the airfoil surface velocity. The cascading effects are shown by the differences
between the isolated airfoil and cascade separated flow upwash distributions. In Fig. 7 the
separated flow curve for the isolated airfoil is identical to the attached flow curve.

To demonstrate the effects of flow separation on bending mode stability, the complex unsteady
lift coefficients are calculated using ten collocation points for a cascade with solidity of one and a
stagger angle of 60 degrees. In particular. Figs. 8 through 13 show the attached flow, midchord
flow separation, and leading edge flow separation complex bending mode lift coefficients for inlet
Mach numbers of 0.0 and 0.5, with interblade phase angle and reduced frequency as parameters.
It should be noted that the Mach 0.5 unsteady lift coefficients change rapidly near the acoustic
resonance conditions. Thus a smaller range of interblade phase angle values is considered for Mach
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0.5 than for Mach 0.0 to avoid these resonances. Also, a positive value of the real part of C4,,
indicates a bending mode instability when there is no mechanical damping.

With attached flow, the cascade is stable for all interblade phase angles and reduced frequencies
for both values of the inlet Mach number. As the region of flow separation increases, i.e., as the
separation point moves from the midchord to the leading edge, the unsteady lift coefficient reduced
frequency contours decrease in size and shift to the right, although remaining in the stable range.
Thus, flow separation, although not resulting in bending mode flutter, does decrease the bending
mode stability of the cascade.

For the case of torsional flutter, stability is determined from the imaginary part of the unsteady
moment coefficient. In particular, for zero mechanical damping, a torsion mode instability exists
whenever Imaginary (Cm.) ? 0.0, with the flutter reduced frequency defined as the value at which
Imaginary (Cw,) = 0.0. To demonstrate the effects of flow separation on torsion mode stability, a
baseline cascade with a solidity of one and a stagger angle of 60 degrees is considered.

The baseline cascade with attached flow is unstable for certain interblade phase angle values
and elastic axis locations. The flutter boundary interblade phase angle, i.e., the interblade phase
angle which yields the largest range of reduced frequencies for which flutter is possible is shown
as a function of elastic axis location in Fig. 14 for inlet Mach numbers of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.8. Utilizing
these interblade phase angle values, Fig. 15 shows the attached flow flutter boundaries of the
baseline cascade in the form of reduced frequency for flutter as a function of elastic axis location,
with Mach number as a parameter. Each curve represents the neutral stability boundary, with the
airfoils being unstable at reduced frequencies below the curve and stable for reduced frequencies
above the curve. Note that a decreasing flutter reduced frequency corresponds to an increasing
value of U , for which flutter is just possible. Increasing the Mach number is seen to enhance the
cascade stability, indicated by the decreased unstable reduced frequency range.

The effects of flow separation on torsional flutter are demonstrated by determining the flutter
boundaries of the baseline cascade with attached flow and with flow separation at midchord, 10%
chord, and at the leading edge. These results, generated by varying the reduced frequency and
utilizing the previously determined attached flow flutter boundary interblade phase angle values,
are presented in the form of torsional flutter boundary versus elastic axis location for inlet Mach
numbers of 0.0, 0.3, and 0.8, with separation point location as . parameter, Figs. 16 through 18.

Torsion mode stability is seen to be a function of the location of both the separation point and
the elastic axis. Midchord flow separation produces a larger range of frequencies for which flutter
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may occur than does attached flow for elastic axis locations in the range of 20% to about 65%,;
I ~ chord for "all Mach numbers. This indicates decreased cascade stability for these elastic axisI locations. For elastic axis locations aft of about 65% chord, midchord flow separation tends tohave a stabilizing effect for all Mach numbers.

Flow separation at 10% airfoil chord has a destabilizing effect for elastic axis locations fromI ~ ~20% to about 40%/ chord, and a stabilizing effect for elastic axis locations greater than about 40%.,U chord.
Leading edge flow separation has a stabilizing effect for all elastic axis locations. It should be

i noted that a considerable part of the torsional unsteady moment coefficient value is derived from
the singular nature of the unsteady pressure distribution in the airfoil leading edge region. For the
cases of flow separation of I10% and 50%/ chord, the unsteady pressure distribution is unaffected

WI
I
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by the flow separation in the region near the leading edge, whereas for leading edge flow separation
the entire unsteady pressure distribution is affected.

As for the attached flow flutter boundaries, increasing the Mach number enhances the separated
flow cascade stability, indicated by the decreased unstable reduced frequency range.

It is generally expected that flow separation would decrease the torsion mode cascade stability.
As previously stated, the results obtained from the separated flow analysis developed herein
indicate that the stability is a function of the location of both the separation point and the elastic
axis. However, it should be noted that this analysis is based on quite restrictive assumptions. A
zero mean incidence angle is considered, thereby eliminating the nonlinear features of the attached
and separated flow fields. Also, the separation point location is fixed throughout the cycle of airfoil
oscillation. In reality, the flow may separate and reattach during each cycle of airfoil motionI
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3 creating hysteresis effects in the torsional unsteady moment coefficient. Finally, the separation
region may be large and partially block the flow pausage. thereby affecting the flow field upstream
of the separation point. if these restrictions were removed from the model, it might be round that
now separation tends to always decrease cascade stability.

Finally, comparisons of the results obtained with the model developed herein and those
developed by Perumal (1975) and Chi (1980, 1985) are considered for an airfoil cascade executing
harmonic torsion mode oscillations in an incompressible flow. The comparison with the Perumal
model predictions of the magnitude of the unsteady moment coefficient versus separation point
location are shown in Fig. 19. The analysis developed herein predicts a smoothly varying moment
coefficient with separation point location, as expected based on the model assumptions. In
contrast. the Perumal model yields widely varying and probably unrealistic results. Fig.20 shows a
comparison of the results obtained with the model developed herein and that of Chi with flow
separation at 25% and 50%.' airfoil chord. The Chi model predicts larger changes in the imaginary
part of the moment coefficient as the separation point location is moved from 25* to 50/% airfoil
chord than does the present anlysis.

6 Sumumry and coeclumions

A mathematical model was developed to predict the effect of flow separation on the unsteady
aerodynamic lift and moment acting on two-dimensional flat plate airfoils and cascades which are
harmonically oscillating in a subsonic flow field. The unsteady flow was considered to be a small
perturbation to the uniform steady flow, with the steady flow assumed to separate at a specified
fixed position on the suction surface of the airfoils. In this formulation, the difference in the upwash
velocity across the airfoil in the separated flow region was not required to be determined before
calculating the unsteady pressure difference across the chordline of the airfoils, thereby eliminating
the assumption that the upwash difference is zero at the trailing edge when the steady flow is
separated.

This model was then used to investigate the effect of flow separation on bending and torsion
mode cascade stability. In the bending mode, the effects of airfoil leading edge and midchord flow
separation on the unsteady aerodynamic lift coefgicent for several reduced frequency and interblade
phase angle values were considered for inlet Mach numbers of 0.0 and 0.5. In the torsion mode,
the effects of airfoil leading edge, 100/. and 50% chord flow separation on the cascade flutter
boundary as a function of the elastic axis location were considered for inlet Mach numbers of 0.0,
0.3, and 0.8. These results demonstrated that although flow separation does decrease the bending
mode stability, it does not result in flutter. In the torsion mode, however, flow separation can lead
to flutter, with the cascade torsional stability being a function of both the location of the separation3 point and the elastic axis.
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I Aplealx A

The functions T(x), Q(x) and k(x) are evaluated by the residue theorem of complex variables.
These functions are given in Eqs. (AI) through (A3).

3T(X) 3MA- {P {(I + SY'.(Ax)++sgn(X)Fo M Px) - .X (A
A 2' Mal a-u.±1L±2....I
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-fX Lan {( +50 X)) + sgn(X) I V*(x) + sgn(X) 'QXA)
(A2)

-x +P SPX f(x) + sgn(x) W V.(x)} (M3)
2k {k 2 met

where

hk tanh(kk) sin2(2od - d)e'.%x (/s*h), tan2 (z.,d -
{cosh(hk) - cosltod - 12 h24x)=:( + k)

I",(x) (ix + 04) tan(/ih) + (U + O,,)i.h) e"• _ ,hg(_,,)e__ __

(,d- .+ ,(d- .)3( +

1(f.) - {Q. + ± )((d2 - &.) - A. tan(ph.) - 4.(d - 8.) tan(fi.h)) + (d - 9. tan(A.h)}
-o k _ kM'd (2m-l)e i. sP(x)P .

1P - t.i-P- m 2,.- 1, A Ph

2duahj d 2ph A.h-!.d+(2rnr-a4

n=0, ± , +2,...
Note that:

g , -I I _ _ _

fC - and K*- .
2,4 2A-B"-C* 2A*-(B*+C*)

For zero stagger angle and ninety degree interblade phase angi,• (B* + C*) = 0 so that K* -".
The function C,(x) is found to give identical values, to six digits right of the decimal point, toSmith's function K(x) evaluated at the special case just described.

Appetudi B

The function R(x) is obtained by evaluating Eq. (Bi) by analytical integration, Eq. (B2).

R(x) - Jf R(x - OfdC. (B I)

R(x) = L--a + gm- (b.AZ XA) }+ i tanh(hk)- {e - -(X- l. (82)In I a. b. 2

where

(Ah)2

U2P. (p. +!)'
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Rotor Blade Unsteady
SR. Manwarlng Aerodynamic Gust Response to

Inlet Guide Vane Wakes
S. FIetor

A series of experiments is performed in an extensively instrumented axial flow
Thrmal Scwecs and PropuiWn Center. research compressor to inuestigate the fundmnental flow physwi of wake-generated

ScM of Mcliancal Engineerng. periodic rotor blade row unsteady aerodemwsia at realistic Mlues of the reduced
Purdue Unversity. frequency. Uniqui unsteady data are obtained that describe the fundamental un-

West Lata"ette. IN 47907 steady aerodynamic gust Interaction phenownen on the first-stage rotor blade of
a resmarch axialflow compressor generated by the wakesfrom the inlet guide antea.

In these exriments, the effects (f steady blade aerodynami, loading and the
aerodynamic forcing function, bncldig both the transvrse and chordwise gust
components, and the amplitude of the gutst, are investigated and quantified.

Periodic aerodynamic excitations generate unsteady aero- including both the forcing function and the resulting blade

dynamic forces and moments on turbomachinery blading. At row unsteady aeroynamics. is needed for validation and en.
the resonance coAditions where the aerodynamic excitation hancement of theoretical and numerical models.
frequency matches a blade natural frequency, catastrophic vi- Unsteady aerodynamic gust experiment'• of direct interest to

brational responses of the blading may occur. In the design turbomachines have been performed in low-speed research
process, Campbell diagrams are utilized to predict the occur- compressors. Fleeter et al. (1978, 1980) investigated the effects
r ence of the resonant conditions in the operating range of the of airfoil camber and rotor-stator axial spacngon the unsteady

blade row. Unfortunately, accurate predictions of the ampli- aerodynamics of a stator vane row of a ungle-stage low.speed
tudeof the blade vibration at these resonances cannot currently research Compressor. CaPec ea al. (19J.16j and Capece and
be made due to the inability of mathematical models to predict Fleeter (1967) performed measurements in a three-stage low-
the unsteady aerodynamics accurately, i.e., the aerodynamic speed research compressor to investigatc the effect of steady
forcing function to the blade row and the resulting unsteady airfoil loading and detailed aerodynamic forcing function
aerodynamics acting on the binding. As a result, empirical waveshape on the unsteady aerodynamic; response of a stator
correlations are currently used to indicate the blade row re- vane row. Gallus a al. (1980) performed measurements at the
sponse to an excitation, with varying degrees of success. midspan of a low camber vane of a sir,.le-stage axial flow

On a rust principles basis, forced response unsteady aero- compressor. The unsteady lift coefficiti.-s corresponding to
dynamics are analyzed by first defining the forcing function the first five harmonics of rotor blade wak-. passing were meas-
in terms of harmonics. The periodic response of an airfoil row ured with five transducers embedded in -ch vane surface.
to each harmonic is then assumed to be comprised of two Gust experiments performed in rotor 1:.ade rows include the
components. One is due to the harmonic components of the following. With regard to inlet flow distc,.-ions, O'Brien et al.
unsteady aerodynamic forcing function being swept past the (1980) utilized six dynamic pressure tranvzucers embedded on
nonresponding airfoil row, termed the streamwise and trans- each rotor blade surface to measure the ý:.;ready aerodynamic
verse gust responses. The second, the self-induced unsteady response to a distorted inlet flow field. I'.wever, the periodic
aerodynamics, arises when a vibrational response of the airfoil rotor blade row inlet flow field was not :..easured and, thus,
row is generated. the unsteady aerodynamic gust forcing f .'•:tion was not quan.

The gust and motion-induced unsteady aerodynamic models tified. Hardin et al. (1987) measured low reduced frequency
involve many physical and numerical assumptions. Therefore, oscillating airfoil aerodynamics on the V'.or of a single-stage
experimental modeling of the fundamental distortion and wake- compressor and also stated that they '-'ormed similar dis-
generated blade row periodic unsteady aerodynamic response, tortion experiments, although the result-. ere not presented.

Manwaring and Fleeter (1989, 1991) -riperimentally inves-
S'r addra:- EEeincer. Aeodynamics ItnumNb L.0ratry, Gond tigated the unsteady aerodynamic rotO Made row gust re-

Eleonc AiCraft H-mue. Cliaiai. OtM. Sponse generated by low reduced frequ"cy inlet distortions
Covwitreed by re lrbm Ga lamitue t presmnted #A the and wake type disturbances. The majl,, ldvantage of rotor-euaf Imeraadonal Gna Tuwbke and Aroemena COmM amd E Or. based unsteady gust experiments over ",'ationary blade row

bad*. Flia. 3-6. 1"1. Manuamsip reeived at ASiM e
rmary 20. 1"1. Faler ft. 9n.G129. Aeocime Techia Editor: L. A. experiments is that the unsteady aerodyIanc forcing function

RIekm. is located in the stationary referenix tame. This enables a

JGeNWf of Tuwboemadde JANUARY -',93, Vol. 1151 197I
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PIg. IU o. 1GV i e- stadsverse and stieammnwoI steady pressure chordwise distributions are measured with blade
mraredy ft Itis u an •v' surface static taps ported to a rotor-based S:anivalve system.

wide range of forcing function to be more easily generated, Research Compressor
without large detrimental effects on compressor overall per- The Purdue Axial Flow Research Compressor models the
formance. fundamental turbomachinery unsteady aerodynamic multi-

In this paper, the rotor blade row fundamental unsteady stage interaction phenomena, which include the incidence an-
aerodynamic flow physics generated by period wakes are in- gle, the velocity and pressure variations, the aerodynamic forc-
vestigated at realistic values of the reduced frequency. in par- ing function waveforms. the reduced frequency, and the
ticular. the effects of the detailed unsteady aerodynamic forcing unsteady blade row interactions. The compressor is driven by
function, including both the transverse and chordwise gust a IS hp dc-electric motor at a speed of 2250 rpm. Each identical
components and the gust amplitude, as well as steady aero- stage contains 43 rotor blades and 31 stator vanes having a
dynamic loading on the unsteady aerodynamic gust response British C4 airfoil profile, with the first-stage rotor inlet flow
of the first-stage rotor blade row, are investigated. This is field established by a variable setting inlet guide vane (IGV)
accomplished by means of a series of experiments performed row of 36 airfoils. The overall compressor and airfoil char-
in an extensively instrumented axial flow research compressor. acteristcs are defined in Table i.
Unique unsteady aerodynamic data are obtained that describe The compressor aerodynamic performance is determined
both the detailed unsteady aerodynamic forcing function gen- utilizing a 48 port Scanivalve system, thermocouples, and a
erased by the wakes from the IGVs and the resulting first-stage venturi orifice to measure tae required pressures, temperatures,
rotor blade row unsteady aerodynamic gust response. and flow rate, respectively. The Scanivavle transducer is cal-

In these experiments, the primary data obtained define the ibrated each time data are acquired, thus automatically com-
midspan chordwise distributions of both the steady and un- pensating for zero and span shifts of the transducer output.
steady pressure on the rotor blade surfaces, with the aerody- A 95 percent confidence interval, root-mean-square error anal-
namic forcing function generated in the stationary reference ysis of 20 samples is performed for each steady data ieas-
frame. These forcing functions are measured with a rotating urement.
cross hot-wire probe, with these data then analyzed to deter-
mine the strearnwise and transverse velocity components. u'
and v'. shown in Fig. I. The resulting unsteady aerodynamic hi nmet~ litaiou
gust lenerated rotor blade surface unsteady pressure chordwise Both steady and unsteady rotor blade row data are required.
distributions are measured with embedded ultraminiature high- These are acquired with the rotor-based instrumentation sys-
response dynamic pressure transducers. The blade surface tem schematically depicted in Fig. 2. The steady data quantify

Nomenclature

b a rotor blade semichord i as rotor blade mean incidence an- 0* = transverse gust first harmonic
rotor gle componentI blade steady loading k = reduced frequency - wbI-V, V- a mean axial velocity

S(cp.M - C,..Jdx p as digitized ensemble-averaged AV = absolute velocity vector differ-
Sunsteady pressure ence from mean value

C, - rotor blade steady pressure P, a rotor blade surface steady AW = total unsteady velocity
coefficient pressure g= relative mean flow angle

Co, - rotor blade unsteady pressure 0 = first harmonic complex un- -0 a relative flow angle difference
coefficient steady pressure from mean value

C - rotor blade unsteady pressure fr a streamwise gust first harmonic w = forcing function frequency,
difference coefficient component rad

1N1 Vol. 115, JANUARY 1993 Transactions of the ASME
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tating cross hot-wire probe. and 20 blade surface dynamic
pressure transducers are interfaced to the stationary frame-of.
reference through a 40 channel slip ring assembly. On-board
signal conditioning of the transducer output signals is per.
formed to maintain a good signal-to-noise ratio through the
slip rings. The remaining 17 channels of the slip-ring assembly
are used to provide excitation to the transducers and on/off

L-- switching to the Scanivalve d-c motor.

Data Acquisiton and Analysis

"Steady Data. The rotor blade surface static pressure data.
measured with the rotor-based Scanivalve system, are defined
by a root-mean-square error analysis of 20 samples with a 95
percent confidence interval. The reference for these midspan
blade pressure measurements is the static pressure at the exit

FWi. 2 nokwag-d i t of the rotor measured in the rotor drum. Thus, the blade
surface and the reference static pressures are measured at dif-
ferent radii. Hence. a correction for the resulting difference

the rotor row mean inlet flow field and the resulting rotor in the radial acceleration is applied in calculating the bade
blade midspan steady loading distribution. The unsteady data surface static pressure coefficient:
define the periodic aerodynamic forcing function and the re- - , -
suiting midspan blade surface periodic unsteady pressure dis-
tributions.

The inlet flow field, both steady and unsteady, is measured where U, is the rotor blade tip speed.
with a rotating cross hot-wire probe. Disturbances in the sta-
tionary frame of reference, i.e., the IGV wakes, are the un- Periodic Data. The periodic data of interest are the har-
steady aerodynamic forcing functions to the first-stage rotor monic components of the aerodynamic forcing function to the
row. The rotor periodic unsteady inlet flow field generated by first-stage rotor blade row together with the resulting rotor
these disturbances is measured with a cross hot-wire mounted blade surface unsteady pressures and unsteady pressure dif-
in the rotor frame of reference. The probe is axially mounted ferences. These are determined by defining a digitized ensem-
30 percent of rotor chord upstream of the rotor leading edge ble-averaged periodic unsteady aerodynamic data set consisting
plane. A potential flow field analysis determined this axial of the rotating cross hot-wire probe and blade surface dynamic
location to be such that leading edge potential effects are neg- pressure transducer signals at each steady operating point. In
ligible for all steady loading levels. The probe is angularly partcuar, these time-variant signals are digitized with a high-
aligned to obtain rotor relative velocity and flow angle data. speed ,,-D system at a rate of 100 kHz and then ensemble
The cross hot-wire probe was calibrated and linearized for averaged.
velocities from 18.3 m/s to 53.4 m/s and -35 deg angular The key to this averaging technique is the ability to sample
variation, with the accuracy of the velocity magnitude and data at a preset time, accomplished by an optical encoder
flow angle were determined to be 4 percent and * 1.0 deg. mounted on the rotor shaft. The microsecond range step volt-
respectively. Centrifugal loading effects on the rotating hot- age signal from the encoder is the data initiation time reference
wire sensor resistances and, thus, the responses, were found and triggers the high-speed A-D multiplexer system. To reduce
to be negligible, significantly the random fluctuations superimposed on the pe-

The detailed steady aerodynamic loading on the rotor blade riodic signals of interest, 200 averages are used. A Fast Fourier
surfaces is measured with a chordwise distribution of 20 mid- Transform (FFr) algorithm is then applied to these ensemble-
span static pressure taps, 10 on each surface. The static pressure averaged signals to determine the harmonic components of the
at the rotor exit plane, measured with a rotor daim static tap, unsteady aerodynamic forcing function and the resulting rotor
is used as the blade surface static pressure reference. These blade surface harmonic unsteady pressures and pressure dif-
static pressure measurements are made using a rotor-based 48 ferences.
port constant speed drive Scanivalve system located in the rotor The unsteady inlet flow field to the rotor row is measured
drum. with the rotating cross hot-wire probe, which quantifies the

The measurement of the midspan rotor blade surface un- relative velocity and flow angle. The velocity triangle relations
steady pressures is accomplished with 20 ultraminiature, high- depicted in Fig. I are then used to determine the unsteady inlet
response transducers embedded in the rotor blades at the same flow field to the rotor, in particular, the streamwise and trans-
chordwise locations as the static pressure taps. To minimize verse velocity components, u * and v *, respectively. These are
the possibility of flow disturbances associated with the inability then Fourier decomposed to determine the first harmonic of
of the transducer diaphragm to maintain the surface curvature the streamwise and transverse velocity components, termed the
of the blade exactly, a reverse mounting technique is utilized. streamwise and transverse gust components, f÷ and 0'.
The pressure surface of one blade and the suction surface of The various unsteady aerodynamic gust mathematical models
the adjacent blade are instrumented, with transducers em- reference the gust-generated airfoil aerodynamic response to
bedded in the nonmeasurement surface and connected to the a transverse gust at the leading edge of the airfoil. However,
measurement surface by a static tap. The embedded dynamic in the experiments described herein, the time-variant data are
transducers are both statically and dynamically calibrated. The referenced to the initiation of the data acquisition shaft trigger
static calibrations show good linearity and no discernible hys- pulse. Thus, for consistency with the models, the periodic data
teresis. The dynamic calibrations demonstrate that the fre- are further analyzed and referenced to a transverse gust at the
quency responses, in terms of gain attenuation and phase shift, leading edge of the first stage rotor blade. This is accomplished
are not affected by the reverse mounting technique. The ac- by assuming that: (1)the aerodynamic forcing function remains
curacy of the unsteady pressure measurements, determined fixed in the stationary reference frame. and (2) the forcing
from the calibrations, is -4 percent. function does not decay from the rotating hot-wire probe axial

The rotor-based static pressure Scanivavle transducer, ro- location to the rotor row leading edge plane.
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The rotor hMade surface unsteady pressure data, measured % WPM• 1111040)=,i
I with the enmbedded hg crnspciu transducers.,r

analyz.ed it) determine the harmonics of the chordwi.c distri-
bution ofl the unsteady pressure coefficient, C•,. and the un- " - s-
stc, ,• pressure difference coel'ficient. C.w. Thcsc are defined •

in F .'2) and arc specified from the Fourier coefficients of aliv ..o- .,••

the u,.ipized ensemble-averagcd dynamic pressure transduccer 0-41%
signals. 7

op Fig. 4 Steaody toadin effect on blade pressure surface unsteady re-
-V'oKi ikf~ h Itml de'10 * of 0.29ic. = c'...-.. (2)

where e- is the first harmonic transverse gust component, PV. the first-stage rotor row shows a dominant 36.per-rel, exci-
is the mean axial velocity, and 5 is the relative mean flow angle ration fundamental harmonic with smaller higher harmonics.
in tad. As the gust amplitude ratio increases. the transverse harmonic

I The final forms of the gust-generated rotor blade row un- gust amplitudes become srmaller while the streamwise harmonic
steady aerodynamic data define the chordwise distribution of gust amplitudes becomes larger with respect to the mean axial
the harmonic complex unsteady pressure and pressure differ- velocity.
ence coefficients. Also included as a reference are predictions

I from the transverse gust analysis of Smith (1971It. This model Blade Surface Steady Pressures. The effect of steady aero-

analyzes the unsteady aerodynamics generated on a flat plate dynamic loading as characterized by the mean incidence angle
airfoil cascade at zero incidence by a transverse gust convected on the rotor blade surface steady pressure coefficient is shown
with an inviscid, subsonic. compressible flow. in Fig. 3. The level of steady loading only affects the steady

I pressure distribution on the pressure surface over the front -ý0
Results percent of the chord. On the suction surface, the steady loading

rariation has a large effect on the steady pressure distribution
A series of experiments are performed to investigate and over the entire suction surface. Also, these data give no in-quantify the effecb s on the unsteady aerodynamic gust response dication of suction surface flow separation. It should be notedtof the first-stage rotor blade row due to the detailed variation that these surface steady pressure distributions are not affected

of the unsteauntadynamic forcing function generated by by the characteristics of the periodic unsteady aerodynamic
the IGV wakes. Forcing function effects include these trans- forcing function.
verse and ahordwise gust components, defined by the ratio ofthe amplitudes of the first harmonic streamwise-to-transverse Rotor Row Periodic Aerodynamic Response. The periodic

gust components. ITS'/C÷ 1, and the gust amplitude, defined aerodynamic responses of the first-stage rotor blade row to
by (he ratio of the first harmonic transverse gust magnitude the iGV wake first harmonic forcing function are presented
to mean axial velocity, 10 "/P, 1. The ratio of the streamwise- in the format or the chordwise distribution of the complex

Ito-transverse gust amplitude, lI • °0÷ 1, was varied by changing unsteady pressure coefficient on the individual rotor blade
the IGV setting angle. The level of steady aerodynamic loading, surfaces as well as the corresponding complex unsteady prcs-
characterized by the mean incidence angle, was varied as a sure difference coefficient generated by the 36-per-re~v IGV
parameter. The variation in the rotor blade steady loading was wake first harmonic forcing function, with the steady loading

Iobtained by holding the rotor speed constant and varying the level as a parameter.
mass nlow rate and, thus, the mean flow incidence angle to Pressure Surface Unsteady Pressure. The effect of steady
the rotor blade row, aerodynamic loading level on the IGV wake-generated firstl

Periodic Aerodynamic Forc'ingt Function. Four distinct 36- harmonic complex unsteady pressure distribution on the rotor.per-revolution aerodynamic forcing functions to the first-stage blade pressure surface is shown in Figs. 4, 5. 6. and 7 for

rotor blade row are generated, characterized by nominal first nominal streamwise-to-transverse gust amplitude ratios of 0.29,
harmonic streamwise-to-transven gust amplitude ratios of 0.37g 0.45. and 0.55, respectiveae. The first harmonic gust
0.29. 0.37, 0.45, and 0.55. The unsteady aerodynamic gust amplitude s characterized by 10r/ /,1 values of approximatelygenerated from the IGV wake first harmonic have nominal 0.1c is small compared to the mean axial velocity.
reduced frequency values between 5 and 6. The Fourier decom- For each gust amplitude ratio value, the form of the di-
position of these IGV wake aerodynamic forcing functions to mensionless unsteady pressure coefficient specified in Eq. (2)
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* -3-0D1030409

0le vel3 o4 stad loading primaily influence the front part of theIA l pre sIsu surf ace. Namely d the stey pressure coefficient value for theGO 516,~ 0 • 3. 45 I o10 rotor drum hub steady pressure coefficient upstream of the
rotor row is approximately -0.24 in there atichordat the
mean flow field acreaestes around the pressure surface leading
pedge before decelerating (diffusing) for the two lowest meanS~incidence angles. i.e., the steady pressure coefficient decreases

leveThe level of steady loading has only a minimal effect on the': . -. pressure surface unsteady pressure phase, the exception being
w"--'':•• • •the two lowest steady loading Levels in the fr,.-it chord region.

Also as IC•/O÷' I increases, the decrease in phase in the 25
percent chord region becomes less for the two low steady load-

i ing levels, while the three highest steady loading levels in the

_ _ front chord region and all steady loading levels in the aft chord
%OTOR region remain relatively unaffected by the gust amplitude ratio.

Section Surface Unsteady Pressures. The effect of steady

aerodynamic loading on the IGY wake-generated first har-I monic complex unsteady pressure on the rotor blade suction
surface is shown in Figs. 8, 9, 10, and I I for the four nominal
gust amplitude ratio values.

The unsteady pressure coefficient magnitude on the entire
suction surface is a strong function of the level of steady

- aerodynamic loading. This corresponds to the previously pre-tU sented suction surface steady pressure data variation with mean
C incidene angle. For all gust amplitude ratios, the front-to-

FigS Stidy Woain g on bladem 111i• unedy r& midchord region data show a decreasing-increasing magnitudesosfo am' noA fiklt ti~le 10Wg It•/~ of OAS6 trend with chord, with the minimum magnitude chordwise

location moving forward with increasing steady loading. This
results in a compression of the unsteady pressure magnitude minimum corresponds to the minimum in the steady pressure
data over the entire pressure surface for all gust amplitude chordwise distribution, Fig. 5, wherein the chordwise location
ratios and all but the two lowest steady loading levels. For of the change from accelerating to decelerating mean flow
these two loading cases, large variations are found in the mag- moves forward with increasing mean incidence. Thus, similar
nitude data in the neighborhood of the quarter chord, with to the pressure surface unsteady response in the front chord
these variations decreasing with increasing gust amplitude ra. region at negative mean incidence angle, the unsteady gust
tio. This corresponds to the previously noted effects of steady interacts with the accelerating mean flow field around the
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cr asn g seady loadin g... s I d'÷/ O÷ d ecrease , this incre asing.

suction surf ace in the front chord r egion. In the m id -to-aft dec reasn g m agnitude trend w ith chord becom es sm oother and

chord region, the gust amplitude ratio alters the effect of steady the data increase dramaticaily in magnitude in the aft half

loading on the chordwise dilributions of theu nsteady pressure chord. Thus, for this higher cam ber suction surface, the mean

response. Namely, for the large gst amplitude ratios, a de- flow field interacts with the unsteady gust over the entire blade

cr aiggu in c-r~ e asin g u n ste ad y pr ssre m ag ni tud e tren d wi th su rf ace, wi th the gus t a mp litu d e r atio a ffectin g th e resp o n se

S~ chord occurs, with the minimum moving forward with in- over the aft half of the surfalce.
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of the unsteady pressure difference magnitude and phase data 1V 0ot I oa " Is05 l
to differ greatly from the fia plate cascade preUictions, with loal SOO 0 035421 6the magnitude data not just decreasing with increasing chord I-I 57 V a313 641 034 02n

and the Phase data not remaining nearly constant with chord F04
per the predictions. The lowest steady loading level, which
most closely approximates the prediction model no loading I "
condition, shows fair comparison with the magnitude data,
except in chord regions where strong gust interactions with the
steady flow field occur, i.e.. the pressure surface interacton
at 25 perce.t chord and the suction surface inter aion in the
aft chord. The prediction differs from the phase data by ap-
proximately 90 deg over the entire blade except, once again,
in the 25 percent and aft chord region.

F.ect of Gast Ampitud. The previous results co-..i-ered sio I
the periodic aerodynamic response of the rust-stage rotor blade ?. MOTOR c•ORO
row to relatively small amplitude IGV wake first harmonic
gusts, with the ratio of the transverse gust to mean axial velocity I
on theorderof0.1. Theeffectoflargeramplitude gusts, 10*/
"1 on the order of O.3, on the blade surface unsteady pressure
response, including the effect of steady loading, are presented
in Fina. 16 and 17, where the effect of operation at the rive
nominal steady .oading, levels is also includedr in particuahr.
these figures present the chordwise distribution of the complex
unsteady pressure coefficient on the pressure and suction su-r-
faces generated by large amplitude 36-per-rev IGV wake first
harmonic forcing functions. l. 16 Sd laon Wlade presn eAca0 rae forat

The effect of the lar amplitude gusts on the pressure bH.IPIIIhdS owts
surface unsteady pressure response is demonstrated by com-
paring the high-amplitude gust generated response with that
resulting from the low-amplitude gust of the same nominal percent chord region for the lowest two mean flow incidence
streanwile-to-transvease gust amplitude ratio value, Figs. 5 angles. In this front chord region at negative mean flow in-
and 16. Nearly identical unsteady pressure magnitude and phase cidence, the interaction between the accelerating mean flow
responses are shown for both gust amplitudes except in the 25 field and the unsteady gust is weaker for the larger amplitude
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CTTTT1 -I~~;1 The o1 W deale OY wiheoeitit unsteady aerodynamic re-PM K~q suits of these experimet ae summarized in the following.

SOS, S a sa I usml Feeit Ffl5ion
M0 -- a 0 I.30 I4 S 0 021 e The IGV wake forcing function shows a dominant 36-

V e per-rev, with smaller bigher harmonic content.
ir Made Sudn Sem 1P erem s

• Steady loading affects th•e stdY pressure distribution
on the front portion of the blade pressure surface and ovtr
the entire suction surface.

* The unsteady gust amplitude ratio and magnitude have
j, negligible effect on the steady pressure distribution.

Pressure si-etee n-

-. • The unsteady pressure phase data are nearly independent
50 of the steady loading level and the gust amplitude ratio except

54, % wOiUe Cs110n in the front chord region at negative mean flow incidence.
-1* The selected unsteady pressure nondimensionalization

, /compresses the magnitude data with regard to mean flow in-
c-dence angle for each gust component amplitude ratio except
in the front chord region for negative mean flow incidence.I ; * Increasing the gust amplitude ratio results in weaker in-I teractions between the mean and unsteady flow fields in the
front chord region at negative mean flow incidence.

. ~ *Large-amplitude gusts reduce this interaction between
the unsteady gust and the accelerating mean flow field.

* The magnitude of the unsteady pressure response on the
t $I treetgy ane t bldef suti m vbirep onso fmp t blade pressure surface. i.e., the low camber surface, is thus

I-a guss primarily affected by the level of steady loading as character-
ized by the mean flow incidence angle except in the accelerating
mean flow field of the front chord region at negative mean

gust. as evidenced by the decrease in the magnitude and phase flow incidence.
variation.

The effect of large-amplitude gusts on the suction surface SUction Sufdm Respolse
unsteady pressure response is seen by comparing the high and * The unsteady pressure phase data are nearly independent
low-amplitude gust-generated response for equivalent gust am- of the gust component amplitude ratio, with increased mean
plitude ratio values. Figs. 9 and 17. The phase data are un- incidence, resulting in a linear chordwise distribution, which
affected by the gust amplitude, with the steady loading effect corresponds to a wave phenomenon convected at the mean
on the phase chordwise distributions being nearly equivalent. axial velocity of the flow through the rotor blade row.
However, the magnitude data are greatly affected by the gust * The selected unsteady pressure nondimensionalization
amplitude, particularly over the aft three quarters of the sur- does not compress the magnitude data with regard to mean
face. The high-amplitude gust magnitude data are greatly de- flow incidence angles.
creased compared to the low-amplitude gust magnitude data. * The mid-to-aft chord magnitude data are a strong func-
with the steady loading effect being greatly reduced. Thus. tion of the gust amplitude ratio, with the increase in magnitude
similar to the pressure surface front chord region at negative with increasing steady loading becoming smaller with increas-
mean flow incidence, the interaction of high-amplitude gusts ing gust amplitude ratio.
with the mean flow is weaker than the interaction of low. e Large-amplitude gusts reduce these mean flow field in-
amplitude gusts with the mean flow. teractions with the unsteady gust, similar to the pressure sur-

face.
SummaWy and Cocluioles * The magnitude of the unsteady pressure response on the

The rotor blade row fundamental unsteady aerodynamic blade suction surface, i.e., the higher camber surface, is thus

flow physics generated by periodic wakes were investigated at affected by both the steady flow field interactions and the gust
realistic values of the reduced frequency. In particular, the amplitude ratio.

effects of the detailed unsteady aerodynamic forcing function, Unsteady Pressure Difference Response
including both the transverse and chordwise first harmonic * The unsteady pressure difference data reflect the effects
gust components and the gust amplitude, as well as steady of loading on the pressure and suction surface unsteady data.
aerodynamic loading on the unsteady aerodynamic gust re- with the suction surface effects being dominant.
spouse of the first-stage rotor blade row. were investigated * These steady loading effects cause the chordwise distri-
aud quantified. This was accomplished by means of a series bution of the magnitude and phase data to differ greatly from
of vexriments performed in an extensively instrumented axial the flat plate cascade predictions.flow research compressor. h ltpaecsaepeitos

floe rotearcho mprbaessurfe s The lowest steady loading level data were correlated withThe rotor blade surface steady loading distributions were flat plate cascade predictions, with the unsteady aerodynamic

quantified with surface static pressure taps and a rotor-based
Scanivalve System. The aerodynamic forcing function to the response correlation being fair.
rotor blade row was determined with a rotating cross hot-wire
probe, with the aerodynamic gust-generated rotor blade sur- AcknoWledgmentl

face unsteady pressure chordwise distributions measured with Research sponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific
embedded ultraminiature high-response dynamic pressure Research (AFSC) under Contract No. F49620-88-C-0022. Thetransducers. United States Government is authorized to reproduce and dis-
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Forcing Function Generator Fluid Dynamic Effects on
Compressor Blade Gust Response

Kuk II. Kim* and Sanford Flectcrt
PIurshe University. West Lajwyee. nhdiasa 47W07

To kwmtle the f(0u0maentnAl f lowt(Wi hWAOm. i W mrmlkgdlhreui Mmde row MgW respama.

im litkuithia nd •nd wepa•red mw flieim tla . asm.a vI of eazpinmals marepurmud Ia m
immuiw wemarumiud ustd 1mw mcin campitevi. In thanem pwimialm. tlhw rao n maWlude ix

camialu d uulit ut w lr~ift the fWdintt fuiheha Ith dymales. Lt.. Utnadrllepmkd raiid •w. titby cimdim
a ua rulli- atdy of th uet of shndly hnatilt. Forkilc Z-1"E unhady amrsudyum• c fring fadtmw to theSfirs de rur are inmerasd by Inadmmeaialy ioqlvakli hawaeyib m tsium md the Plate skirlk. with
m )eady li tear shiey mod mtqulrm comdred. Thim the r amittutor Mmile rmw WmA prmae is
neuauid , a ragi of seamdy klhadht kItn sad iOMe gi p•i data carhdued with te appropriati lincar
they prodktim. Them expirianiab drw tha dt farcing fuuemt•i gn r fl-id dynamaks Is slgafla
w m i sl rndw retl mmlkg smaidety atira•tymen odI p .m• Alm detiaintrftmil is Tetifk ei cer+A
of th nua lt reopma• dlaf with Niear tlim Ypredlethats the dwtmdy lailt in incmtwud.

.No. prtu rp• A - mean rotor relative flow angle
C1.. - pressure surface complex unsteady pressure AC,, C4 - complex unsteady pressure difference

coefficient coefficient
C, - suction surface complex unsteady pressure A," - steady pressure difference coefficient

coefficient- steady pressure coefficient at ith chord Introduftion

position HE spatial flow nonuniformities generated by inlet guide
=', pressure surface steady pressure vanes, stator vanes, and struts are periodic temporal

coefficient variations to downstream rotor blades. These spatial flow
ell - suction surface steady pressure nonuniformities in the stationary frame of reference are sources

liftcoefficient of periodic excitation to the rotor blades. When the frequency
- steady lift coefficient of these periodic flow nonuniformities coincides with a blade
- rotor relative flow incidence angle natural frequency. fatigue failure of the rotor blade may re-

I - mean rotor relative flow incidence angle suit, thereby compromising engine durability.
k, - strcamwise wave number. reduced The prediction of the flow-induced vibratory response of a

frequency blade row first requires a definition of the unsteady aeroly-
k, = transverse wave number namic forcing function in terms of its harmonics, with each
f, static pressure at rotor exit harmonic independently considered. Thus, even though forc-
p; - first harmonic of Fourier decomposed ing functions may be generated by a wide variety of funda-

pressure mentally different sources. the forcing functions are assumed
U flow velocity or wheel speed to he equivalent if their harmonics are the same. The unsteady
u streamwise gust component aerodynamic response of the blade row to each forcing func-

N' first harmonic streamwise gust component tion harmonic is then assumed to be comprised of two com-
"' streamwise to transverse gust ratio ponents: the disturbance being swept past the nonresponding

- mean axial velocity airfoils, termed the gust unsteady aerodynamic and the airfoil
- transverse gust component vibratory response to this disturbance, referred to as the mo-

V . first harmonic transverse gust component tion-induced unsteady aerodynamics or the aerodynamic
W -a mean rotor relative velocity damping.
w instantaneous rotor relative velocity Early treatments of unsteady flow due to periodic gusts
x, first chordwise position for blade surface were developed in the linear approximation wherein the mean

steady pressure measurement flow is assumed to be uniform. In this approximation, the
last cbordwise position for blade surface steady and unsteady flowfields are completely uncoupled from
steady pressure measurement one another, with the upstream generated periodic gust aero-

a absolute flow angle dynamic forcing functions convected with the uniform mean
a - mean absolute flow angle flow. Semianalytical unsteady aerodynamic analyses based on
S- rotor relative flow angle this linear model have been developed for cascades in subsonic

and supersonic flows.'-" Such models are currently being ex-
tended to consider unsteady flows linearized about a non-
uniform mean flow. with the gust interacting with the mean

Preseted ;w. Paper 93.•057 at the 31%s Aenropce Sciences. Meet- -ow '?

ing. Rono. NV. Jan. I I-w. 199.3: received April 19. 1993: revision A number of experiments have been directed it the veri-
received Ault, 24. 1993; accepted for puMicatim SLpt 9. 1993. Copy- fication of such mathematical models and the determination
rittht 1'99 he K. Ii. Kim and S. Fileetg. Puhlished by the American
Insttute tel Acnmautii.s and Amro•auticS. Inc.. with permiskion, of their applicability and limitations. As a generalization. it

AFRAIl" Trainee. S•dhimi of Mechanical Engineering. appears that if the assumptions inherent in thesc analv.' -ire
"P:'li-smmw. .W'ual of Mechanical Eninering. modeled, then the experiments provide data which mc in
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alien with the predictions. However. if actual compres- with predicions from the subsonic unsteady aerodynamic fiat
operating conditions. i.e.. finite camber, steady loading. plate cascade analysis of Smith. HIand soaa incidenc angle. ar exeietally modeled.

thanm the data-predicion corrlation aenm notneary as C~d ee•onpresor

Oparticular interest herein are the experiments perormed The Purdue Axial Flow Research Compressor models the
by Mear and Fkeeter" which investigated the unsteady hfudamna turbomachinery unsteady aerodynamic multi-
modyammic response of a rotor blade row to two classically stage interaction phenomena, which include the incidence an-

-qualenit forc-g functions. as defined by linear theory. Their gle, the velocity and pressure variations, the aerodynamic
ON fm reveed the dependency of the unsteady aerody- forcing function waveforms, the reduced frequency, and the
insic response to a particular forcing function. unsteady blade row interactions. The compressor is driven by
Lawr. Kim ad Fleete? identified the importance of the a 1s lbpdeelectricmotor ataspeedof2250 rpm. Each identical

put gnerator fluid dynamics on the resulting blade row re- stage contains 43 roor lMades and 31 stator vanes having a
spoon. Their damt attributed the differences in the gust re- British C4 airfoil profile, with the first stage rotor inlet flow-
Spomse of the 2 per rotor revolutio or 2-. inlet distortion field esabbished by an inlet guide vane (IGV) row of 36 air-
and flat plate wakes of Manwarig and Fleeter' to the fluid foils. The 2-E unsteady aerodynamic forcing functions are
dymmics of the pst generators. Nanmely, the inlet distortion gnemted by two honeycomb sections and flat plates installed

M was go1enerated by an attached flow st. while the flat I"-eg apart in the compressor inlet. The overall compressor
plate gut wasdue to a separated flow gm. However. in these and airfoil characterstics am defined in Table L.

lesperme. a controlled study of the effect of steady loading The compressor aerodynamic performance is determined
could not be performed becmuse of the particular forcing founc- uti a 48-port Scaivalve system. thermocouples. and a

Sgmeneratos. i.e.. the gut ratio magnitude. uKv*I. Could venturi orifice to measure the required pressures. tempera-
no be lonatolled without affecting the forcing function fluid tures. and flow rate, respectively. The Scanivalve transducer

- .ns is calibrated each time data are acquired, thus automatically
to this tcle, the fundamental forcing function phenomena compensadng for zero and span shifts of the transducer out-
idd dynamics generating different Made row gust responses put. A 95% confidence interval, rms error analysis of 20 sam-

awe investigated in a controlled manner, including the im- pies is performed for each steady data measurement.
pornt effects associated with the forcing function gust mag-

niude. This is accomplished by means of a series of experi- ilrtuentloio
mens directed at the investiption of unsteady aerodynamic Both steady and unsteady rotor blade row data are ob-
blade row response to gusts generated by attached and sep- tained. The steady data quantify the rotor row mean inlet

atoed flow fluid dynmmcs from nonuairfoil shape gust gen- flowfleld and the resulting rotor blade midspan steady loading
eaMsrs. With these gust generators, the gust ratio magnitude distribution. The unsteady data define the periodic aerody.
can be controlled without affecting the focinlg function fluid namic forcing function and the resulting midspan blade sur-
dynmics. i.e.. attached or separated flow, thereby enabling face periodic unsteady pressure distributions.
a controlled study of the effect of steady loading. The inlet flowfield, both steady and unsteady, is measured

Periodic 2 per rotor revolution or 2-E unsteady aerody- with a rotating cross hot-wire probe. The inlet flowfield of
mmsc forcing functions to the firs-stae rotor row of the the first-stage rotor row is measured in the rotating frame of
extenively inMtmUted Purdue Axial Flow Research Coi- reference by mounting the hot wire on the rotor drum 18.8%
peteor ae generated by two honeycomb sections and flat chord upstream and 65% blade spacing from a rotor blade.
plaes installed in the compressor inlet. These forcing func- depicted in Fig. 1. The hot wire is oriented for maximum
don are measured with a rotating cross hot-wire, with the sensitivity, achieved when the O-deg flow incidence corre-
resulting blade row unsteady aerodynamic gust response sponds to the position at which the flow angle is 45 deg to
measured with dynamic pressure transducers embedded in the both wires. The hotwire is calibrated for velocities from 2 1.3
blade for steady oading levels ranging from -3 t 6 deg. to 62.5 mis and &40-deg flow angle variations. The uncer-
Furthermor. unsteady linear theory gust requirements are tainties in the velocity and the flow angle measurements were
considered. with appropriate gust response data correlated determined to be 5% and ±-0.5 deg. Centrifugal loading ef-
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fects on the rotating hot-wire eorresistances and thus the Dab Aup~itklis ad Andy~si

responses were found to be neligible.
7U detailed steady aerodynamic loading on the rotor blade 9"OV rjmun 000

surfaces is measured with a chordwise distribution of 20 mid- The rotor blade surface static pressure data are defined by
Sstatic pressure taps. 10 on each surface. The sut pres- an rms error analysis of 20 samples with a 95% confidene

sroe at the rotor exit plane. measured with a rotor drum static interval. The airfoil M11aC e static pressures are presented in
cap. is used as the blade surface stapic pure reference. term of a noudimensional steady pressure coefficient. with
These static pressure measurements are made using a rotor the steady lift coefficient calculated by integrating the differ-
based. 4-pit constant speed drive Scanivalve system located entii steady preswre coefficient across the rotor blade chord:
is do rotor drum.

The measureent of the midspn rotor blade surfce unI- ,- (1
steady pressures is accomplished with 20 untraminnature high-
response tiansduees embedded in the rotor blades at the
same clordwise locations as the static pressure taps. To mm- Since the blade surface and the reference static pressures
irine the posubility of flow disturbances associated with the ame measured at different radii, a correction is applied to the
inability of the transducer diaphragm to exactly maintain the exit steady presne to account for centrifugal effects." Thesurface curvature of the blade. a reverse mountinlg technique uncertainty in the steady pressure coefficient was estimated
is utilized. The pressure surface of one blade and the suction to be •:t.6%.
surface of the adjacent blade am instrumented, with trans-
ducers embedded in the nonmeasurement surface and coa- FUNWIdC Dow
nected to the measurement surface by a static tap. The embed- The periodic data of interest are the harmonic components
ded dynamic transducers are both statically and dynamically of the aerodynamic forcing function to the first stage rotor
calibrated. The static calibrations show good linearty and no blade row, together with the resulting rotor blade surface
dicernible hysteresis. The dynamic calibrations demonstrate unsteady pressures and unsteady pressure differences. Thee
that the frequency response, in terms of gain attenuation and are determined by defining a digitized ensemble-averaged pe-
phase shift. are not affected by the reverse mounting tech- riodic unsteady aerodynamic data set consisting of the rotating
nique. The maximum error in ain and phase angle were cross hot-wire probe and blade surface dynamic pressure
determined to be 0.60 dB and 1.5 deg, respectively, tansducer signals at each steady operating point. in partic.

The rotor-based static pressure Scanivalve transducer, ro- ular. these time-variant signals are digitized with a high-
tating ross hot-wire probe and 20 blade surface dynamic speed analog-digital (A-D) system at a rate of 20 kH-z and
prUre transducers are interfaced to the stationary frame- then ensemble averaped.
of-reference though a 404hannel slip-ring asemmbly. On-board The key to this averainog technique is the ability to sample
signal conditioning of the transducer output signals is per- data at a preset time, accomplished by an optical encoder
fonred to maintain a good signal-to-noise ratio through the mounted on the rotor shaft. The microsecond range step volt-
si ringp. The remaining 17 channels of the slip-ring assembly age signal from the encoder is the data initiation time refer-
are used to provide excitation to the transducers and onloff aie and triggers the high-speed A-D multiplexer system. To
switching to the Scanivalve dc motor. significantly reduce the random fluctuations superimposed on
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eperiodic signals of interest. 200 averages are used. A fast lam. 'U J 0 a L •o o

Fourier transfonn (FFT) algorithm is then applied to these al[UAW A-1
ensemble-averaged signals to determine the harmonic com- 0t m 4W Mu•-IDo 1J .10 .4 M,,
ponents of the unsteady aerodynamic forcing function and the ismauey (ft)
resulting rotor blade surface harmonic unsteady pressures and t.1
pressure differences. Since ensemble averaging adequately a it0i4n t
separates the major frequency components. no windowing th OAS fny v MsA
functions re applied to the data during vWu Of 31 d a aIsh b

Faordn Fuactes 1: 1 A AARAAA.Ai4

Th 2-E unsteady aerodynamic forcing function are gen -teady aeodn irspne h tsA rotorow.w
erated by two honeycomb sections and flat plates installed od nfu
180 deg apart in the compressor inlet. as illustrated in Fig. 2. 0 0 00 do 0 1.0 00 1 .400WIA 1.000

These forcing functions are broadly categorized as attached FNW P"z
flow andl separated flow. The forcing function to the first- 4 jrck ftmd w 1 m- sut i .w a 9s ceMPeMA
stage rotor, the unsteady rotor inlet flowfield, is measured mF.
with the rotating crass hot-wire probe which quantifies the
relative velocity and flow angle. To the rotor, the flow from normal to the mean flow direction. The gust and its compo-
the upstream honeycombs or flat plates appear as deficits in nents are depicted in the velocity diagram of Fig. 3.
the rotor relative inlet velocity Wand fluctuations in the rotor The fundamental frequency of interest is the 2-E forcing
relative inlet flow angle. Therefore, the total flow consists of function frequency. Thus. an harmonic analysis is utilized in
freestream and wake regions, with the instantaneous value of the data analysis. ar.... nplished by taking the FFT of both
W increased in the wake region and decreased in the free- the time variant rotor inlet flowfield and the resulting un-
stream. The total rotor inlet relative velocity gust LW is the steady aerodynamic response of the first-stage rotor row, with
vector difference between the instantaneous and mean rela- only the components at the fundamental frequency or its har-
tive velocity W. It has two components. u and v, parallel and monies analyzed. Figure 4 shows the streamwise and trans.
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vanue pmi camtliments ated their FFT. with the u and Y bar- an
mal•s denotil by U, and VI. and nondimensionalized by
te mean rotor relative vclocity. This Fourier transform..d i
inlet flow. defined byu and t". is the unisteadyacndynamic t ANGI ,

akwcing function to the downstream retor row.

UanInph FtameW tDiOn
The rotor blade pressure and suction surface unsteady pres-

se data are analyzed to determine the harmonics of the
diordwise distributim of the unsteady pressure coefficient: 1 0 lo I

c" - (2) 1
,w3 *em-I .4 I p I I

The unsteady differential pressure coefficient is determined MGMi Ra o Aw in An&le (Oegl)
by subtracting the unsteady pressure coefficient on the suction 100
S surface rom that oin 1h4 pressure surface. The uncertainty in
the unsteady pressure coefficint was estimated to he :t 6.7%. S0
Th resuting unsteady lift is calculated by integrating the

unstedy llt vaues re corelaed gunsteady diferential pressure coefficient over the chord. Then I
by m of the unsteady lift ratio, with both the theoretical
and experimental diffcrenial pressure coef-icients integrated
between the first and last chordwise positions of the experi-

mental data:

AC.. dr 'Sp m

L, . €, • (3) - -2 4 6 "S.C,•I ,6,, dx UMOM Relive Flow hicdmnce Argle (O0g.)

Fu. S K,•ycamb aMn flat plate Aorcing functionu.
Note that if the experimental data are in exact agreement

with the unsteady linear theory prediction. the unsteady lift PFISSUI & SUCTION SURACE
htio.L,,,wilhave amagnitudeof1.0andaphaseangleof

0Odeg. muA* * S

Result W -0 .
A series of experiments are performed in the Purdue Axial ' 0

Flow Research Compressor to investigate in a controlled man- G - SUCTION SU•IV
ner the fundamental forcing function fluid dynamics gener- C.OS[D*PIESSU SU£ACE
ating different blade.row gust responses effects. i.e.. attached TA- C' I-
or separated flow. as well as steady loading effects on the -?LDT HDYIT -C-
resulting gust response of the first-stage rotor row. Attached a .... &0 036
flow forcing functions are generated by 90-deg honeycomb 0 -1 026tO
sections at 5- 15-deg angle of attack (AOA). with separated 0 - -3 Q02121flow forcing functions resulting from flat plates at 28-57-deg
AOA. and 45-deg honeycomb sections at 40-deg AOA. Withthese gust generators. the gust ratio magnitude could be con- a. a -

trloed without affecting the forcing function fluid dynamics. ¢ ..
i.e.. attached or separated flow, thereby enabling a controlled A -
study of the effect of steady loading. 41 O-*... .

For each forcing function flow. four steady loading con-
ditions. as characterized by the rotor relative mean flow in-
cidenee angles are studied: I - -3. 0. 3. and 6 deg. The 00
magnitude and phase of uIv as a function of loading for oa
the 90- and 45-deg honeycombs and flat plates are shown in 0
Fig. 5. At each steady loading, the magnitude of u ItvI is X 5 O 30 to * -. 7b 80 90

held relatively constant at (L.IN for the 90-deg honeycombs 0 % nOTOR CHORD
and the flat plates and at 0.62 for the 45-deg honeycomb. M& 6 Las dirmeffet m ame Mde murame steady pri, re.
However. the resulting phase of u I' varies from 83 to 69
dieg for the 90-dleg honeycomb, from 96 to 88 deg for the 45- analysis. The rotor blade surface steady pressure distribution

deg honeycomb, and from 59 to 63 deg with the flat plates. is a function of the steady loading level, but independent of
the forcing function.

Seady Primae Dlktvtam In the pressure surface leading-edge region. the steady pres-
The chordwise rotor blade surface steady pressure distri- sure coefficient increases with loading. It then increases until

butions for the three forcing function flow types are presented approximately 30% chord where it becomes constant. inde.
in Fig. 6 for the low and high rotor steady loading levels. r pendent of the loading. In contrast, steady loading affects the
- - 3 and 6 deg. These data are compared with predictions suction surface over the entire chord, with the suction surface
from an incompressible. inviscid small camber airfoil cascade steady pressure coefficient a strong function of the steady
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i loding level. Note that there is no evidence of suction surface Similarly, no particular harmonic of Y" dominates, and the

steady flow speartlom. With regard to the differential steady magnitudes of all harmonics are large. In addition, there is a

pressure coefficient. the leading-edge value is negative at ncg- minimum vY harmonic.
ative values of the relative mean flow incidence. approxi- The second separated flow forcing function is generated by
malcly zero at fdeg incidence. increasing with increased load- the 45-deg honeycomb sections. The Fourier decomposition
inf. These data exhibit relatively good correlation with the of this separated flow forcing function exhibits some diffcr-
predictions. Ih- steady pressure data is accomplished by the ences as compared to the separated flow forcing functionsSmean rotor relative velocity measured with the rotor blades generated by the flat places (Fig. 7). The first two harmonics
adjacent to the hot wire removed to determine the value of of i' dominate the spectrum, with the second harmonic being

the mean rotor relative velocity *. larger than the first, but the higher harmonics arc of lower
magnitude thin the flat plate forcing function. The first three
harmonics of vI and the harmonics near i2M) I Iz are domi-

* H lmd tFlP Aliik ed SI.P kd Flew (terU'.d nant in the YI spectrum. thereby producing a minimum v'
* rd" Vmmcthmm harmonic, analogous to the flat plate separated forcing func-

Figure 7 shows the Fourier decomposition of the 1)O-deg tion.
honeycornb attached flow forcing function. The dominant u' These differences in the forcing function spectrum between
magnitude occurs at the fundamental frequency with the higher the attached flow 9W-deg honeycomb and the separated flow
harmonic magnitudes decreased. The %-' spectrum also has a flat plates and 45-deg honeycomb arc similar to the differences
dominant v' magnitude at the fundamental frequency. with that resulted from changing the gust generating airfoil AOA
the higher harmonic magnitudes decreasing rapidly. from 5 to 20 deg." i.e.. the magnitudesof the higher harmonics

The Fourier decomptstion of the flat plate generated sep- increase with flow separation relative to the fundamental fre-
arated flow forcing function spectrum is presented in Fig. 7. quency value leading to a more impulsive forcing function
In contrast to the attached flow forcing function, the funda- when the flow generating the gust is separated. These results
mental frequency i' magnitude does not dominate and the indicate that attached and separated flow forcing functions
higher harmonics are an integral part of the entire spectrum. have key characteristics that do not depend on the particular
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focng fmunion generator.7Thus. the concept of attached and 4
separated flow forcing functions is applicable to any gust gen-
erators exhibiting these key characteristics.

Warcif Fusede (Azmerso llb Dymak IEffuGs amm, 3-0-4*Q0'O 42

Figure 9 shows the pressure surface gust response from the

* gl)-dcg honeycomb attached flow generated forcing function.
Tim magnitude data smoothly decrease with chord, becoming
constant at approximately 20% chord, and have a small de-
pendence on steady loading. The phase data are independent
of steady loading and increase smoothly from the leading
edge. becoming constant at approximately 40% chord.

The chordwise trends in the magnitude response data re- 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
suiting from the flat plate and the 45-deg honeycomb sepa- % ROTOR CHORD
rated flow generated forcing functions (Figs. 9 and 10) are
generally the same as that of the 90-deg honeycomb attached 270
flow generated response. However, the magnitude data from
the flat plate separated flow generated forcing function are a IO
stronger function of steady loading over the entire chord, with
the 45-deg honeycomb separated flow generated response
magnitude datt, independent of steady loading over the front "
30% chord, then becomizg a weak function of steady loading.

In addition, the level of the magnitude data from the flat plate
is smaller than that resulthing fr--n the attached flow 90-deg
honeycombs and the separated flow 45-de- honeycombs, with 0 o t t0 t 40 o 6 70 -W"90
the magnitude data levels generated by the hon,-ycombs ap- % ROTOR CHORD
proximately the same.

The pressure surface phase response daui are unchanged i1. U Preuw srfae Wdeu icemb attache flow generated
as the forcing function generator is altered from the 90-deg I rl_ _.

honeycombs with attached flow to the flat plates with sepa-
rated flow and the 45-deg honeycombs with separated flow.
In comparison to the pressure surface response data resulting RPLATE
from the NACA airfoil generated attached and separated flow T
forcing functions reported by Kim and Fleeter.' the 90-deg 4- A SW 0.034 DAM04.6.W1
honeycomb attached flow response differs significantly. How- a 0239 ] oB21 .us"
ever. the flat plate and 45-deg honeycomb separated flow 0 -0.11" OnS 005,L54.40
forcing function generated responses agree in trend with those 3 0 -101f 0042 o.792/L59_ I
of the airfoil generated separated flow forcing function. These
results reveal that the pressure surface gust response resulting
from the attached flow generated forcing functions is sensitive
to the particular forcing function generator, but that the p-es.
sure surface gust response resulting from separated flow gen-
erated forcing functions is less sensitive to the particular wake
generator.

Suc,,io. Surface
Altering the attached flow forcing function from that gen- , , * n

erated by the 90-deg honeycombs to the separated flow forcing 0 6 30 40 5 60 70 60
functions generated by the flat plates and the 45-deg honey- % ROTOR CHORO
combs has a significant effect on the resulting suction surface

Sgust response (Figs. 11 -13). With the magntuchdfoenerapidlde
forcing function, the gust response flowitude rapidly de-te
creases in the leading-edge region, becoming somewhat con.
stant between 20-40% chord, then decreasing to a minimum
near 50 chord. Aft of 55% chord, there is a large increase
followed by a sudden decrease. Also, these magnitude data * c *

are a function of steady loading near the leading edge and aft 10 W 10 40 #5 40 70 6 " o
of 55% chord. % RTOR CHORD

As the forcing function generator flowfieid is changed to Figl. 9 P ý sL fa t M0pate se w u ft geeaedMs mmseparated flow, the resulting chordwise trends in tne suction ompe

surface gust response from both the flat plate and the 45-deg
honeycomb are similar to the attached flow forcing function chord and the trailing edge. The gust magnitude data gen-
generated gust magnitude response. However, the chordwise erated by the separated flow 45-deg honeycomb have similar
"distribution of the magnitude data become smoother with the trends over the front 40% chord, but become less dependent
magnitude data decreasing more rapidly in the leading-edge on steady loading aft of 40% chord.
region. Also. the flat plate separated flow forcing function With regard to the suction surface phase response data. the
generated gustmagnitude data at the leading edge show little 90-deg honeycomb generated gust phase response is inde-
effect from steady loading changes. Rather, these magnitude pendent of steady loading over the front 20% chord and de-
data are strongly influenced by steady loading between 10% creases gradually with chord, becoming a function of steady
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1 Uloading at approximately 20% chord for flow incidence angles
of 3 and 6 deg. There is also a rapid increase and decrease
in the gust phase response at 65% chord for the - 3-deg flowB ' ___________________________ incidence. The suction surface gust phase response from the

16 ib i v040 5 6 0 lb flat plate and the 45-deg honeycomb forcing functions are
% ROTO CHORD very similar to that generated by the 90-deg honeycomb at-Ia 11 Sw" 0g n a~q .e yca ""al le, gurau tached flow, but the steady loading dependence occurs at aUl

PW rupem. levels (Fips. 12 and 13). These gust phase responses differ
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ftom those resulting from the airfoil generated seprtated flow LA_ PLATE
that the chordwise position at which the larep phase do- I __I

cera s, strs mom. forward. 
o

As compared to ftn attached and separated flow generated '7 t-anS ! 51 0054 OiA o L.."

suction surface responses of Kim and Fleeter.4 the chordwise , a OON 0=1 4.441
trends in the suction surface response are similar for the mag- o, &0 041-10"r iC 0.1 OM .. 4.4
nitude data. but different for the phase data. Thus. the suctionW -W OftOM S

sraeptrsosmanitude dat.pearsr to bie lests sensitive 4 oi#j1 f
to tle particular forcing function generator than the pressure
surface gust response (or both attached and separated flow

forcing functions.

Uaftamv Prmawc Diffewumce
As expectcd. based on the individual airfoil surface data.

changes in the gust generator flowfield has a significant effect
on the unsteady pressure difference. Figures 14-16 show the
pressure difference gust response resulting from the 9O-deg 10 2o 30 40 50 Wo 70 SO NC
honeycomb attached flow forcing function, flat plate sepa-
rated flow forcing function, and the 45-deg honeycomb sep-
arated flow forcing function. The pressure difference mag-
nitude data decrease with chord, with the decrease in the
leading-edge region being more rapid as the flow becomes
separated and with increased steady loading. This results in W
good agreement between the attached flow 90-deg honey-
comb generated pressure difference magnitude data and the to
linear theory prediction, with the agreement decreasing for
the separated flow forcing function generated responses due
to the flat plates and the 45-deg honeycombs. so 7 os

The resulting gust pressure difference phase from the 90- % ROTOR CHORD
deg honeycomb attached flow forcing function is independent Fi1. IS Prumai dredlfý nolat e sepratued flew gmmled pst
of chord over the front 40% chord, becoming a strong function relerm.
of steady loading, increasing in value with loading and chord-
wise position. The phase data are in poor agreement with
theory. with the sudden increase in phase in the aft chord 41 HONEYCMm SECTIOWS
region not predicted by theory. When the forcing function iT I Iv'i u"/v*
flowfield is changed to separated flow, significant changes S a & 1 an -e, rse
occur. Note that the gust phase responses due to the flat plate 4- 0.&. 00s 4 00om d 90,a40
and 45-dog honeycomb separated flow forcing functions are 0M.t CO1 mj o063.e 9W
nearly identical (Figs. 14 and IS). Unlike the attached flow \. , . .. T
generated response. the phase response increases with chord
and steady loading over most of the chord. However, the 2 ,

T lvil u*v* ~
&W 

"'Ik-16.74 00 -04 OW 401100.4 720O000

Ma.11 _ . .. --
2. N 160 -. - - - - - -- - -

OI I l",
-0 04 106 go so

% ROTOR CHORD

0 FIR. 16 PFmuinre diferece 45-fdg humeycomb separated neow gen-

pressure difference phase data from the separated flow forcing
9 • :functions are also in poor agreement with the linear theory

predictions for both separated flow forcing functions.

These results, combined with those of the NACA airfoil
generated responses, show that the unsteady pressure differ-

€9 10 SO 240, 40- t O _10- it0 _O ence resulting from different gust generators with attached
Fig. 14 1 1giurl dO ""fISdtig , Otlad l p flow have similar magnitude data trends, but not necessarily

""3f=P m phase data trends. For separated flow generated forcing func-
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U ue atmo differen SM8 generaltors the responses have similar
tueds in both mmagitude and phase. T'ese differences in the K

prSWC diffate.c #ust respotns amion8 different gust en-
eratrS 'are similar to "hMse seen on the suction surface. Thmis I
ulgests 6th the suction surface gust response is dominant . -

ower the preIM.1e Surface gust response. AIso, in general. the .*.•

PVC316 and sucion surface and the pressure difference re- # __ LhI*SM
x pouses resulting from attached flow forcing functions ar eTE THOY

U~f sesitveto he uA generator than the corresponding " 'inGT

gust responses generated by separated forcing functions.

hUsmiV lift C(vwe~auu *wkd U#~. Tim",
The deviation of the differential pressure coefficient data

from the linear theory prediction is quantified through the
unsteady lift coefficient ratio L., Figure 17 shows the var-
iation of L,,, with the mean flow incidence angle. The NACA K

61124 airfoil generated data of Kim and Fleeter" are also shown
in these figures for comparison. In regard to the magnitude
correlation. the 90-deg honeycomb attached flow generated -

forcing function correlates much better than the separated
flow generated forcing functions-the flat plates and the 45-
deg honeycombs.

These data further support the influence of forcing function
flow separation on decreased correlation with linear theory.
discovered by Kim and Fleeter.: Furthermore. the effect of
decreased magnitude correlation with steady loading is clearly
evident in the nearly linear way in which the 90-deg honey- LuV'-. mu'
comb. flat plate. and the 45-deg honeycomb forcing function 81, X-. 2-u.,
penerated data correlation decreases with steady loading. These
results are possible with the honeycombs and flat plates be-
caue the magnitude of the gust ratio, u * Iv * could be con- M L3W R THEORY GUST
tireled, which was not possible with the NACA 0024 airfoils. Fi 18 i tbew Sm.
The pressure difference phase correlation with linear theory
is unaffected by the forcing function fluid dynamics. i.e., at-
tabed or separated flow. arated flow and the correlation of these data with linear the-

ewory the validity of the unsteady linear theory model for these
n to understand thelows is considered. In particular, as considered by HendersonTo begin to understand the fundamental differences be- and Fleeter.' '-" lnear theory requires that 1) the vortical gusttween the response data generated by the attached and Sep- vector components u and vI are 180 deg out of phase: 2)

the magnitude ofu*/v# is equal to the ratio k;/k,, determined
2A ifrom the steady flow velocity triangle: 3) the vortical gust

•*G-Amtd-SAOA , vector is perpendicular to the direction of gust convection:
• u-Oh- 10AOA - On -FP and 4) the vortical gust vectors are parallel to one another.

1,0 -.- eAGA Sepwi-45 HC Note the presence of these features in the linear theory vorti-
cal gust. shown in Figure 18. When assumptions I and 2 are

i 0 valid, the gust automatically satisfies assumptions 3 and 4.
-,.o-•----------.. However. if these assumptions are not satisfied, the character

.. .,... - of the vortical gust changes in the manner shown in Fig. 18.
. . When the phase angle requirement is violated, the gust vectors

A--- become nonperpendicular to the direction of gust convection.
* 0.Is--. whereas when the wave number ratio to gust magnitude ratio

equivalency is violated, the gust vectors become nonparallel.
* -T importance of the gust ratio phase angle with regard

7 to the applicability of linear theory to turbomachine blade
Mom Relative Flow Incidence Angle, I (Deg.) rows is illustrated by the consideration of the first linear theory

assumption: the streamwise and transverse vortical gust com-
& Aponents, u 0 and v ý, are 180 deg out of phase. This assumption-a---, I-@- area -F 4 is violated independent of whether the forcing function gusts

00 S are generated by separated or attached flows. For all of the
-,ao ' experiments, the phase of u 'hv' was generally near 70 deg.

iM The significance of the gust ratio phase parameter for the
5~~1o f ~~Apressure difference phase data-theory correlation is evident

I -11t- - I in Fig. 19. which shows L.. as a function of the gust ratio
1-120 *", .o...phase. Note that the honeycomb and flat plate generated

- ... phase data. along with the 5-deg AOA 6-deg incidence NACA
140-'"' ........ L 0024 airfoil generated phase data with a gust ratio phase equal

to 54 deg, correlate significantly better than the other NACA
-11• I 0024 airfoil generated phase data. having gust ratio phas.

S, -, " , t ,angles less than 32 deg. Hence. the violation of the 180-deg
-'64 -3 -.a J phase requirement is an important factor in the correlation

Man Rellve Flow InclneAngle. I (Deg.) of the pressure difference phase data with linear vortical gust
fit, 17 Uuseedy 10 rado carrela . theory.
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Taws U2tmiy 1u•01*1 Mi No*Im fwllk•Ik.

sadki. Mn. 1 -3del Otdel 3dc 6 d"
Fmcing fumictkm

Attached 0Mw III i' / 0.7197 0.1112 0.797 0.1111
(W.se Ionycohsj) AkI0 0.21191 11.230 0.211 4. 150ri, Difference 171% 249% 297% 433%•

.cTvarated Now 'INV' 0.79•2 0.815 O.H'21 OAPI
(folt piaILS.) k~lko 0.101II 0.250 4O. 124 0. 104

"%, Diffence~• 16M%• 2261% 562% W%6,•

Squrated IIw In' /v' 1 4 0.634 0.M2m 0.02)

(45-.euoncycuabl) k./k, - 0.232 0.176 0.121
Differe nce 173% 25"7% 412%

Tf•0-lSo ', .0*7
i hlbIb, .0*4 " sat

file & • /

(is" 0 0 U - Wv•ivU

SI tlrimu to TMnvI Gust Ratio Ph•ms (dsaJ

ft. 19 U•M r a vr a wIs W isth gg ipt I rams.

S Pigft 21 atPlaeusphb w~atlad Near p mral.nsdy aerodynamic

1012L am?

36W W. VAN= convection. This spatial distribution of the gust vector is con-* its "structed by plotting the temporal variations in 1W spatially
u f in the direction of gust convection, with the magnitude and

.... direction with respect to k maintained. The maximum mag-
nitude of the first harmonic gust vectors from the 90-deg
honeycomb attached flow (Fig. 20). the flat plate separated(
flow (Fig. 21). and the 45-deg honeycomb separated flow (Fig.

- 22) are all in the midwake and midthrough flow regions. Thus.
I- .i "the gust vectors form a shape that is somewhat sinusoidal. In

ODOM \M R particular, note the symmetry of the 45-deg honeycomb first
to harmonic gust vectors with the largest gust ratio phase angle

- '" of 87.9 deg (Fig. 22). Kim and Fleeter" had discovered that
m the gust shapes were skewed-sinusoids when the gust phase

angles were near zero. Thus. the first harmonic gust vectorsSaeaeM Prw a m led ftd *"a. are influenced significantly by the gust ratio phase angle. in-
F Ig . W6 dependent of the forcing function fluid dynamics. This sup-im ports the findings of Kim and Fleeter that the gust ratio phase

angles closer to 180 deg produce wakes that resemble nm)re
Linear theory also requires the magnitude of the vortical the linear theory gust.

gust component ratio u /v I be equal to the ratio kCAk,. the The prevalence of the sinusoid shape for these three gust
wave number ratio calculated from the steady velocity data. vectors, despite the different levels of discrepancy between
This assumption is grossly violated as evident in Table 2. the magnitude of it hIN and k.Ik,. suplort the findings of
There is not a single case for which the two values agree. In Kim and Fleeter' that the gust ratio phase angle is the dom-
fact. the unsteady u 'Iv values are 2-5 times greater than inant factor in the gust shape determination than the matching
that of the steady k.lk, values, of u' Iv magnitude to k.lk,.

The effect of violating the above assumptions on the un- The violation of the first two assumptions leads to the vi.
steady aerodynamic gust may be reflected in the interesting olation of the last two assumptions, resulting in gust vectors
trend apparent in the first harmonic gust vectors. These gust which are neither parallel to one another nor perpendicular
vectors represent the spatial distribution of the forcing func. to the direction of wake convection. The assumptions of ver-
tion aerodynamic gust vector. &W. in the direction of gust pendicularity between the vortical gust vectors and the di-Ii
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3 r.eje f.lli i.mn S im. d Cudmilm
2;80uI ,.oo A series of experiments were 1pem to knestipte th

fu @damental for fumtion phenomme fid dynamics ptn-
r erating differe= ra-w pW I rpm in a controlled

MAL //, manner. including the importan Woeis a mociated with theI _ -n function past maginitude. Tlhe was acoinplished through
SSATmc the investigation of unsteady aerodynamic blade row response

to gusts generated by attached and separated fow fluid dy.

generators, the gust ratio magnitude can be controlled without

affecting the forcing function fluid dynamics. i.e.. attached or
separated flow, thereby enabling a controlled study of the

- effect of steady loading.3These experiments cleary show that the forcing function
"Mu FLOW generator fluid dynamics is significant with regard to the re-

S11Isuiting unsteady aerodynamic gust response of a downstream
= m ,airfoil row. while enabling a controlled study of the effect of

steady loading for the first time. The applicability of the con-
cept of attached and separated flow forcing functions and the

r/ resulting unsteady aerodynamic response is broadened overI l U n previous data to include nonairfoil shape gust generators. it
ba. ýr ON. t~t~lmma le mae vt~ eo was shown that "although differences in the individual surface

4,jtmm t•. exnses; occur. just generator flowfields can be broadly cat-

egorized into attached or separated flow forcing functions.
with the resulting gust response correlation with linear theory

rection of the vortical gust convection k are clearly inappro- models predictable. In particular. the attached flow and sep-
priate. as demonstrated in Figs. 18-20 which show the arated flows generate large and important differences in forc-
honeycomb and flat plate generated total and first harmonic ing function characteristics and the resulting unsteady aero-
just vectors that are convected over the rotor blade. Note dynamic blade row gust response. such that the correlation
that few. if any. of the vectors in the total gust are perpen- with linear theory decreases with increased forcing function
dicular to the direction of convection. In fact, what is evident flow separation. Steady loading is found to linearly decrease
is a fanning out trend of the vectors in the wake region that the unsteady aerodynamic pressure difference data-theory
increases with increased forcing function flow separation. Note, correlation.

ia n all these cases, the 36/rev IGV wakes are embedded within The forcing function fluid dynamics was analyzed in terms
the larger 2/rev NACA airfoil wake in the total gust. The 2/ of the requirements inherent in the linear theory vortical gust
rev total gust vectors from the 90-deg honeycomb attached modeling. This showed that the forcing function violation of
flow differ from those of the 5-deg AOA airfoil with attached the IS0-deg phase requirement between the streamwise andI flow, with the 2/rev gust vectors of the honeycombs crossing transverse gust components contributed to the poor data-the-
only in the edges of the wake region. shown as circled regions ory phase correlation. and that the addition of the values of
in Fag. 20. but fan in the wake region. However, this fanning Iutlv I and kcIk, not being equal leads to unsteady gust vec-
may he due to the IGV wakes since the total gust magnitudes tor which are neither parallel to one another nor perpendic-i of the IGV are of the same order of magnitude as the hon- ular to the direction of wake convection, as also inherent in
eycomb total gust magnitude. The total gust vectors from the linear theory vortical gust models. Thus. the degree of cor-
separated flow plate and 45-deg honeycomb (Figs. 21 and 22) relation of the rotor blade unsteady gust response data with
continuously fan over the entire wake region. In summary, linear theory is closely related to the characteristics of theU the total gust vectors are not perpendicular to the direction forcing function gust generating the response.
of gust convection, nor are they parallel to one another. For
most wake generators, regardless of type. the gust vectors Acknwledpm49
start being crossed with attached flow and fan with increased
separation. with the fanning being particularly wide for more Research was sponsored by the Air Force Office of Sci-

separated flows. These results indicate that the total forcing entific Research (AFSC) under Contract F49620-88-C-0022.

function gust vectors are largely affected by the forcing func-
tion fluid dynamics. in contrast to the first harmonic gust Reference
vectors.

Therefore. the consideration of some essential assumptions 'Whitehead. D. S.. "'Classical Two-Dimensional Methods.�
inherent in the unsteady linear vortical gust theory indicate AGARDograph No. 298. AGARD Manual on Aeroelasticity in Axialthat these assumptions are not appropriate for turbonachine Flow Turhomachines. Volume I: Uauweadv Turbomachinery Aero-

blade rows and cannot be applied. The poor data-theory cor- J Taait.p. S.." F u Lift and Moment Coef.cients for- -'Fleeter. S.. "The Fluctuation Lf n oetCefcet o
relation of the resulting blade row unsteady aerodynamic re- Cascaded Airfoils in a Nonuniform Compressible Flow:* Journal of
sponse suggests an intimate relationship between the char- Aircraft. Vol. 10. No. 2. 1973. pp. 93-96.
acteristics of the gust vector and the degree of correlation of 'Adamezyk. J. J.. and Goldstein. M. E.. -Unsteady Flow in a
the compressor blade row unsteady aerodynamic gust re- Supersonic Cascade with Subsonic Leading Edge Locus."AIAA Jour.
sponse data with linear theory. Current models do not in- owl. Vol. 16. No. 12. 1978. pp. 1248-1254.
corporate the specific details of the gust such as the gust ratio 4Verdon. J. M.. and Usab. W. J.. "Application of a Linearized
phase angle. Instead. since certain characteristics are inherent Unsteady Aerodynamic Analysis to Standard Cascade Configura-

in the current linear theory model, any deviation from these tiom.n American Society of Mechanical Engineers Paper 90GT- I,
June 1990.

characteristics would contribute o an error in the prediction 'Verdon. J. M.. and Hall. K. C.. "'Development of a Linearized
value of the unsteady aerodynamics. Hence. advancements Unsteady Aerodynamic Analysis for Cascade Gust Response Pre-
in the gust modeling technique to include parameters, such dictions." NASA Rept. 4306, July 1990.
as the gust ratio phase angle. the gust ratio magnitude, and -Scott. J. S.. and Atassi. H. M.. **Numerical Solutions of the iUn-i potential effects are critical to improving the ability to predict earized Euler Equations for Unsteady Vortical Flows Around Lifting
blade unsteady pressure response. Airfoils. AIAA Paper 90-0594. Jan. 1990.
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"Tang. J.. "'C4wuwcmft Flows with, Vnical Diuslurbances Around Flow TurUSiaCnIim.'" Acrtnutical Riwarch C4oncil RAM 3709.
Cascak.e, op Airfolilh. Ph.D. Dissertatim. Univ. o'f Nane Damw. Greag BMilnim. UK. March 1972.Natlre Danm. IN. April 1991. 'Hendcrums. G. H.. and Flecter. S.. "Fordig Functmm Effeccs an
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Forcing Functions
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3O MPRUESSR BEADB ROw UP43TADY ABIODYNAMIC lUKPONSE TO
ATTACHD AND SI'ARAIID ROW FOlCRO) FUNCTlONS

Kuk IL Oim sad Sa•fol Plasm

Weso Lafyec Indiana 47W97

A mis nofpermuin a Pamfomed I laesigal hwe The spatal flow nM f I by inlet gud
fundamuma flow forcing function phenomena gm ing vames, s vanes ad Mas we prodic mpora vamauo

diflantbl Made row jus responses, in p--cul ir utached msa o downsmeam romr blades. Then spatial flow nonumformides
lowforcing flnctons. Patemo u me m in te stationary ftm of reference m easure of periodic

sun a comidered. ToNAC 0024 exitatkin to the rotx blades. When the frequency of these
an extensively instrumented axi b flow nonmifomues coincides with a bad natua

cmpressor inlet to generate the periodic 2-E uny, fatigue of themdrtor bmade may result, hdreby
aerodyamic frcing functions o the fkm i ap rotor. ,use cOmpmising th dhrabilk o the engine.

i-t fuctions " meu with arag creos hot-wim.
= nsuting t blade raw unstdy aedynac Ps The prediction of the flow induced vib--oy IePom of

measurcd with dynamic pressure transducers a blade row first requires a definition of the -sseady
Sin td imos blade over a range of steady loading ardymic faig functon in o moni t

emmv. The an bladepgm eposuenamdaerodynamnc acM onicindepend_ ly considered. Thus, even tough
da are dem correlated with lppreim ladicpons. These forcing functions may be generated by a wide variety of

peaneti revealed die new reslt that te forcing function fundamentally different sources, the forcing functions we
genrao fluid dynamics is significant with regard the assumed so beequivaemt if their harmonics am the sane. The
multing unsteady aerodynamic gst response of the unsteay aeroymic rspone ofthe blade row to each forcingdownstam airfoil row. Nm ely, th depge of correlation of f uncti monic is then ssumed to be compr sed of two
do roor iaMde unsteady g rspons dp with linew theory is components: the disturbance being swept past the

dtothechracersticsof the forcing function gust gairfis, termed the gus unsteady ardynami
gieyna n d m d•PIP and th ioi U y response to this disturbance, referred to

as the motion-induced unsteady aerodynamics or the

Early mmeas of unsteady flow due to periodic gusts
we re devielope In the lined a w mapproxiwaon wherein dt mean
flow is assumed to be uniform. In this approximation, the

C~Ps presmsurfeSA coravlex unstedly pressure steady and unsteay flow felds arm copleely uncoupled fmm
cooemcet one another, with the upstm generated periodic gust

Ca s srcmdynedy ic f ng fomntin c Vonvecu2d with dte uniforn mansuo suneflow. uty u daerodynamicandyses based on
this linm mdel have ben developed for cascades in subsonic

AC,, Car xompVI unstPed Ip 1u diffaunce coefficient and supersonic flows [1 2.3,41. Such models we currently
Ssicdy pressure= c a O chord position being estended t consider unsteady flows linearized about a

nonunar7n -mea flow, with the gust interacting with the mean
.p-a e surfave iady pfici coeffctst flow (Szw,71.
Ssuction -surfaeeady pressure coefficient A number of experiments have been directed at thesanmdy presure diferece coeffcien veiicto of such matematical models and the deemnto

i tao relaive flow incidence angle of their applicability and limitations. As a generalization, it
i mean ror relative flow incidence angle appues that if de assum inh -t in these analyses a

amdeld, then the experiments provide data which ae in
P'aIe emean t with the I n s. However, if actual compressor

g static pisare at tutor exin opert conditons, i.e., finite camber. steady loading and
uac g component nonzero incidence mgle, we experimentally modeled, then the
in harmonic smeanwise gust component dat-prediction correlion is not nearly as good.

U flow vlci~ty or whed speedflosvelocity r w sP Of in- inPo herein we the experiments which
UV+ Ih invesu d t h unstody aerodynamic response of a research5,,cmorrici veso gompressor rotor performed by Manwaring and Fleeter 181. The

w nrelativevelocity first garmo utic gus response of the Il sute rotor generated by
mewe t relative veloci two equivaent 2-per-revolution (2-E) unsteady forcing functions
I abson flow angle were measured: (1) an inlet flow distortion and (2) the wakes
me absohe flow angle behind flu plat airfoils. The inlet distortion and wake frst

harmonic unsteady aerodynamic forcing functions were
meroor relative flow a namentdly equivalent having the sun gust characteristicsincluding the ratio of the stranwiseo--nomal gustcomoet
mea -o m istive flow anle a+tyv and reduced freuency vakus

The im harmnonic gust response of the Ist stage roor
genrated by these two difent but equivalent facing functions

Cpyrght 0 992 by S. Feetr is presented in Figure 1. aearly, the first harmonic gustSPublished by the ALAA, inc. with permission eponse unsteady aerodynamics. shown in the form of the

I
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chaowmS amnt oldoecmlximd . dikanas MW didew" m d mi an* rotor
dw-N Mdechn~or depoos-adnt dite mmfdr Malik I~ is Mmories lt a Whindw mg- di utiun Of 20

fMmIhactibn. Hweve. because th "wom P" *tIpan ltatde ssure ps. 10am each surface. 1Testatic
fMcing fuctions amre equivalen in tenrs of claslcal unstady pietwe at the tor exit pleas iaWu with a rotr drum
aerodynamic theory. thm can not be prekdictd mic op. is usd s tm blade umd sttic pressm reference.

Theuse uwt ps__ -emm n mede usi ng a rotreend

in this paper. this interesting result is further 48 poa consant sMed drive Scaavalve system loc-td in theinvestiglated. The fundamental flow forcing functin drumem .oo dju.
pearating different bade row gus respones awe investigamd.in particular attached and separated flow forcingl functions. The masurent of dhe midspan rotor blade surface
Furthermore. unsteady linear theory ust requIrements are unsteady pressures is accomplished with 20 ultra-miniature.
considered. This is accomplished through a series of high response transducers embedded in the rotor blades at the
experiments performed in the extensively instmunened Purdue same chordwisn locations as the static pressure taps. To
Axial Flow Researh Coapressor. Two NACA 0024 airfoils min'min thie possibility of flow disturbaces associated with the
are installed in the compressor inlet to generate the periodic 2-E inability of die transducer diaphragm to exactly maintain the
unsteady aerodynamic forcing functions to the first stage rotor. surface curvature of the blade, a reverse mounting technique is
These forcing functions are measured with a rotating cross hot- utilized. The pressure surface of one blade and the suction
wire, with the resulting rotor blade row unsteady aerodynamic surface of the adjacent blade are instrumented. with transducers
gust response measured with dynamic pressure transducers embedded in the a t surface and connected to the
embedded in the rotor blade over a range of steady loading measurement surface by a staic tap. The embedded dynamic
levels. Appropriate rotor blade gust response unsteady transducers we both statically and dynamically calibrated. The
aerodynamic data are then correlated with p s from the static calibrations show good linearity and no discernible
"subsonic unsteady aerodynamic flat plate cascade analysis of hysteresis. The dynamic calibrations demonstrate that the
Smith (91. frequency nspa, in term of gain attenuation and phase shift.

are not affected by the reverse mounting technique. Thenmaimumn ero in San Il `t angle wwe detemined to be

The Purdue Axial Flow Research Compressor models 0.60 dB and r ctively.
the fundamental turbomachinery unsteady aerodynamic The rotor-bead static pressue Scanivalve transducer,
multistage interaction phenomena which include the incidence rotating cross hot-wire probe and 20 blade surface dynamic
angle, the velocity and pressure variations, the aerodynamic pIessuransduce m intraed to the statoniry framue-of-
forcing function waveforms, the reduced frequency, and the referenc tu 40 channel slip ring assembly. On-board
unsteady blade row interactions. The CAtnpmucr is driven by a signalcoditinnofthetanducer upusignalsisperformed
15 HP DC electric motor at a speed of 2.250 RPM. Each to maintain a good sipal-Do-ise ratio through the slip rings.
identical sta contains 43 rotor blades and 31 stawr van The reaining 17 chatnelsoftheslip-ring assembly ar used to
having a British C4 airfoil profile, with the first stage rot inlet irovide excitation to the transducers and on/off switching to the
flow field established by an inlet guide vane (GV) row of 36 avalve DC
airfoils. The 2-B unsteady aerodynamic forcing functions are
generated by two NACA 0024 profile airfoils installed 180"
apM ia the compsqmmr inlet. The overall conressor and airfoil
characteristcs" are defined in Table 1.

The compresso aWeynamic perMfomance is detmined
utilizing a 48 port Scanivalve system, dtermocouples. and a The rotor blade surface static pressum data ar defined
venturi orifice to measu the required pressurs. temperatures by a root-meani-square earr analysis of 20 samples with a 95%
and flow rare, respectively. The Scanivalve transducer is confidence interval. The airfoil surface static pressures are
calibrated each time data we acquired, thus automatically presented in terms of a nondimensional steady pressure

gaforj fgzeroand spshifts of the uildtueer output, coefficient, with the steady lift coefficient calculated by
A 95•% eoidence interval, root-mean-square aer analysis of integrating the differential steady pesure coefccen across the
20 samples is perfomed for each stealy data measurement. 'o blade chord.

Both steady and unsteady roto blade row data are P
obtained. The steady data quantify the rotor row mean inlet Since the blade surface and the referece static pressures
flowfield and the resulting rotor blade midspa steady loading are measured at different radii, a correction is applied to the exit
distribution. The unsteady data define the peri=di a-erdynam steady pressui e to account for centrifugal effects 181.
fonrcig function and the resulting midspa blade suface periodic
unsteady pressure distributions.

The inlet flow field, both steady and unsteady, is The periodic data of interest are the harmonic
measured with a rotating cross hot-win probe. The inlet flow components of the aerodynamic forcing function to the first
field of the I st stage rotor row is measured in the rotating frame stage rotor blade row together with the resulting rotor blade
of reference by mounting the hotwire on the rotor drum 18.8% surface unsteady pressures and unsteady pressure differences.
chod upstm and 65% blade spacing from a rotor blade. The These an determined by defining a digitized ensemble averaged
hotwhe is oenmed for maximum sensitivity, achieved when the periodic unsteady aerodynamic data set consisting of the rotating
0 flow incidence corresponds to the position at which the flow cross hot-wire probe and blade surface dynamic pressure
angle is 45' to both wires. The hotwire is calibrated for transduce signals at each steady operating point. In particular,
velocities from 21.3 m/s to 62.5 m/s and l-40W flow angle these time-variant signals are digitized with a high speed A-D
variations. The uncertainties in the velocity and the flow angle system at a rae of 20 kHz and then ensemble averaged.
measurements were determined to be 5% and t 0.5'.
Centrifugal loading effects on the rotating hot-wire sensor The key to this averaging technique is the ability to
resistances and thus the responses were found to be negligible. sample data at a ;peet time, accomplished by an optical encoder

mounted on the rotor shaft. The *mrosecon range step voltage
signal from the encode is the data initiation time reference and
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3OM *hne.(WiT) aig!Lw i them appliaid a theme smuambls

uaaidy mod..a cf b lagfectiua an &W the d us lown usr~ACP. 6MauK
blade surac haruomo steay pressures mad pressuire

Mammuace. Note dth if tie .pim aldata we in exact agreement
with dio uniteady Baser usty prediction. the unsteady lift ratio
will have a magnitude of 1.0 and a phs angle of (r.

The 2-13 unusteady aerodynmeric foulin functions areud
generated by two NACA 0024 proftl airfoils installed 1W

aatin the compressor ilet. Forcing functons broadly A series of exerments ate performed in the Purdue
u (eaa low a ruernod by varyin the angle of inlet flow forcing funaction type. iLe.. generated by an atached

2%The point of separation o Wis based onwind tunnel RI tayloadn on tue gutresponse of the frtstage
tet.Nose that since the airfoils are set at fixed angle of blde Fr ac forcing funicton flowtp.fu sed odn

attack, the values of the resulting 5ucamnwise-tran"vese gust conditions as c~hara1cter~izedV ýby the rotor relative mean flow
ratio depend on die compressor steady loading level.~ angles we studied. ai -.3% 0'. 3% and 6'.

The forcing function to the Is supg rotor. die unsteady dn& x.m ju
rotor inlet flow field, is measured with the rotaing cross hot-
wire prb which guntfes the relatve velocity and flow aNgle. The chordwise rotor blade surface steady pressure
To die rotor. the =ow fr die ipaua NACA 0024 airfo15ils distributions for the thre forcing function flow types are
appear as deficits in the rtwor rltve inlet velocity W and - " pe4 for die low and high steady rotor steady
fluctuatons in dhe rotor relative inlet flow angle ft. hius. the 1ýT- -3* and 6. These data are compared with
total flow consists of firrestreamr and wake regions. with the p-eiun --- ' an * wromprssible, inviscid srnail canmber airfoil
instantaneous value of W increase in die wake region and cascad analysis 110). The rotor blade surfasce steady Pressur

decrame in dielfeue- The moad rotor inlet relative velocity distribution is a function of the steady loading level but

jus AWis ievector diffevence: between the instantaneous and i ufc eaigeg eio.tesed
parallel and normal to the mean flow direction. The gSot and its until da 0 hr hti osat

compo re. iftvlctdigaofR r2. =toft = In contrast, standy loading affects
the suction surafac over the eantr chord. with thesuto

Thme fundamentsdie2-1 forcing suradc steady pressure coeficient a strong function ofth
funco n cy TIs, an harmonic analysis is utilized in die sta 0%odnlvl Noet that dthere is no evdne Of suctionI ~ ~data analysis, accomplished by taking the Fast Fourier suIc stIl flwa~ats. With repr to doe diflerential

Transformi (FF1) of both the time variant rotor inlet flow tield gtad MVsuecefindi edn value is negative at
-and the reslin nsed audnui reponse of dhe Ist meg negative value of the relative mean flow incidence.
rotor row, with only the components at the fundamrental apxntey-at 0ncdceicrangwith increased

freuecy r tsharmonics analyzed. Fgure 3 shows the lodn. deedata exhibit relatively good -on a- o with the
sutmanwise and transverse gum componentIsIand their FFT. with Ardctos acomlished by utilizing the -ea rotor relative
the a and v harmonies denoted by a* and v* and velocity natasumnd with the rot or ldes adjacet o the hotwire
nondimensionahzeud bfthmea roo remaievlct.7-- oved deemne the Value -fi relative
Fourier transformed inlet flow, definded by u+ and v*, is the velocity W for the -o -me sialization of the steady Pressure
unsteady aerodynamic forcing funiction to the downtstream rotor coefficient.
row. 3~~~~S~O meo rotorte bladeg prssruad utin ufae nted

IU . hi& pessue ad sctioi srfae unteay me Fourie decomposition Of the attached flow forcing
pressure data an analyzed to determine the harmonics of th function generated by the 5V AOA NACA 0024 airfoils is
chordwise distribution of the unsteady pressane coefflicint prsntdingure S. Me dominant u+ amplitude occurs at the

21mvfanametalfrequency. with the higher order harmonicIP~ (2) amplitudes generally smaller and decreasing with increased
PW2 V. frequency. mhe Fourier decomposed v+ amplitudes of die

Irbeunsead diferntil prssu coffiien is attached inlet flow forcing function are approximately equal and
deemied unstebiadyi differnstialy pressure coefficient is small for all frequencies. Note that not all of the u+ and v+

dite suction surface from that on the pressure surface, with the hamnc are of the sasne magnitude nor am they distinct. Also
resulting unsteady lift calculated by integrating th nsed the characteristics of the u+ spectrum resemble that of a
diffrential prsuecoefficient over the chord, mhe measured harmoitir forcing function having a high fundamental freuency

prodic unsteady lift valuses are correlated by mens of di com 1ponit with lower ampliftude higher harmonics.
untaylift ratio, with both the theoretical and experimental I mcdeopstnoftWAO NC 02

Rar codsePositions; of ftexprmns d am airfoil data representing the onset of separated flow generatedforcng function is also shown in Figure 5. me primary
diference: between this result and the previous attached flow

forcing function is that the higher harmonic amplitudes of both
u+ and v+ are increased relative to the fundamental frequency
value and ame larger in value. These differences result in the

S,33
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ing funct ion rsemmbi am impulse function. Note slightly IefORa demiag to an ahmbun mdinmum sar 6S%
that a puts Sim function has only the fundamenial harmonic chord, Is de trailing edge region, there is a relatively large
whereas a Pam impulse functiio has an infinite number of increase and a e decremase. Also, tdm da
harmonics; with the manitudes of ower' hartaics having dhe an a function of the steedy loading level, pariculry in the
swe order of miagnude as the fundamental harmonic. airfoil lnding and trailing edge repass. As the AOA is
Analogous to the attached flow generated frc-ing funcitom dte increased to (0. and then to W. the overall mrnds of these
u+ dominant amplitude occurs at the fundamental frequency, magnitude response data are unchanged. However, the
with the higher harmonic magnitudes decreasing with increased chordwise distibuion of the magnitude data becomes smoother,
frequency. Also, there is no dominant v+ amplitude, with the i.e-. the magnitude data decrease nore rapidly in the leading
higher harmonic amplitudes r appexinEey equal or lager edge region. attaining a somewhat constant level in the 25% tothig ther hunarmonicamltudesreithery vappe. tey ehatall the 50% chord region, then decreasing to a minimum near 60%
than the fundamental frequency value. Note that all of the chord. The rapid increase and decrease in the magnitude near
harmonics of u+ and v+ am relatively lage, the trailing edge is still evident, with it being smallest at 10*

AGA.
The Fourier decomposition of the fully separated inlet

flow forcing function generated by the 20' AOA NACA 0024 The suction surface gust response phase of the airfoil is
airfoils is also shown in Figure 5. Although the magnitude of also a function of the forcing function generator flow field. At
u+ at the fundamental frequency is large, it no longer dominates S" AOA attached flow, the unsteady pressure phase response is
the u÷ srecu m. The higher harmonic amplitudes am much constant with chord at the highest steady loading of 6" mean
11 ve to the fundamental frequency value than thise of flow incidence. As the loading is changed from this level, there
the attached and the onset of separated flow forcing functions, is a large phase decrease in the aft chord region, with the phase
i.e., higher harmonics are a significant part of the complete remaining constant over the front of the airfoil. Also, the phase
forcing function. However, the higher harmonic amplitudes is a function of the steady loading level. Increasing the forcing
continue to decrease with increased frequency, as per the function generator AOA to 10H and to 20" has a clear effect on
attached and onset of separated flow generated forcing the phase response. Namely, in the front chord region, the
functions. The behavior of v+ is similar to that of the forcing phase response becomes independent of loading. Also, the large
function gerated by an onset of separated inlet flow. No phase change near the trailing edge is suppressed as the AOA is
particular harmonic of v+ dominates the forcing function. ncreased. Instead, the phase decreases from the leading to
However, unlike the behavior of the v+ forcing function ftrailingnedge mo forcing function as the wAOA s increased and theSby a flow at the onset of separation, tf ng � g thefi u lo a t separa

generae by the fully separated flow has a frequency at

which a minimum v÷ occurs. Thus, the separated flow forcing I In e De
function more closely resembles an impulse function due toth~en increases; in die higher harmonic amplitudes. As expecte based on the individual airfoil surface data,altering the forcing function generator from an attached flow to

nem at the onset of separation to a separated flow has a
Forcin. Function Generator Fluid Dynamic Effects an Gust significant effect on the pressure difference gust response,

Figures 12 13 and 14. The pressure difference magnitude data
generlly decrease with chord, with the decrease in the leading

Sedge region becoming larger as the forcing function generator
flow fleld changes to one at the onset of separation and then to a

Figures 6.7 and show the change in the pre e Sepaud flow. Note that this general trend is in agreement with
surface gust response when the flow field generating the forcing the linear thpory Pred iction, However, nde dgree of cthelftion
function is changed from an attached flow to a flow at the wit he linear "_ prdictio is dependent on the Co5ing
of separation to a fully separated flow. accomplished by cii nrMfuddnmcs aey ta O f5 h
chanp;ig the NACA 0024 airfoil AOA from ' to 10 to 20. Prssure difference magnitude data re typically increased in
Altering the foming function pgeerator from an atached &lown value as compared to the prediction, Figure 12. Increasing the
a separated flow s a no ale effect on die pressure surace forcing function generator AOA to 10' and 20' results in these

response. With the attached flow generated forcing magitude data decreasing in value with respect to the
functions dhe magnitude and phase of the steradu surface gust prdiction, being slightly decreased at 10' and further decreased
response aae clearly a function of the steady loading level, at 20', Figures 13 and 14. Thus, the interesting but unexplained
Figure 6. As the AOA increases to 1r and then to 2M, the result of Manwaring and Fleeter 181 can now be atfibuted tothe
pressure surface response becomes much less dependent on die attached and separated flow nature of the forcing functions
steady loading level. At 10' AOA. there isa smooth decrease in n their experiments. Namely, the inlet distortion forcing
the unsteady pressure magnitude with chord which becomes functi was generated by an attached flow forcing function. in
independent of dhe loading in the midehord region, Figure 7. contrast , the airfoil wake forcing function was generated by a
The phas response shows an increasing tend with. c with flat plate at an angle of attack, thereby resulting in a separated
loading still having an influence. At 20' AOA. the magnitude flow generated forcing function.
still smoothly decreases with chord. Figure 8. However, Tenlevel of dhe mIlptide response is inrae as compared to dhe The rom• detailed effect of die forcing function generator
levlcofrthema derespon seising3-andHreased Also. cpe d 2 o fluid dynamics on the differential pressure response magnitude
crresponding i'and 10' AOA dadt Alse, the 20' A sA pcsM, data includes the nonsmooth variation with chord in the
Phase increase with chor'd. midchord region and in the trailing edge region at 5' AOA.

Increasing the AOA to 10' and to 20" results in a smoothing of
the midchowd region dm and a decrease in the magnitude of the
variation of the data in the trailing edge region. This trailing

Figures 9, 10 and 11 show the suction surface gust edge data variation is due to a potential effect from the
resnse resulting from the different forcing function am erauo downstrearn stator vane row.
flow fields. Altering the forcing function geneainfw i
from an attached flow to a flow at abe ases of separaion to a With regard to the unsteady pressure difference response
seaated flow also has an effect on the suction surface gust phase angle, at 5' AOA the phase is constant but is a function of
reponse. With the attached flow forcing function, the response the steady loadin; level over the front half of the chord. Aft of
magSude S harply in the leading cdg region, attaining midchord, there is a large jump in the phase. Increasing the
a ntive i value new 25% chord and then increasing AOA to 10' and then to 20' results in the front chord region
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Uinin~UUWbecond nh siedt ladepseimat of the ~ mi N i s~bta p Hemi n cegam 5
Mudy'vj'od b estsd location of the WI dge o the lW;-- vioade timtinat is a euinn- jun• a emov efrwa,4d. NMmos m the phase • cs don cww" te Iws lidu mu phdina b with the th
with the linmr deory prediction Is poor evarywbaw, with the
lare phe increases Mscud. --- m linearw they. the iniid of dou pm ampo

- c, . ratio fu+tv1 from the umready forig fi-- velocity dem
mu also be equa to th rdin oklj.the wave nmne ruio

Tih level of deviation of tde untedy differential, clulaed •• the -nedy ue mm own wake region uiet
mressure data (m m the linear theary pdicionis .lcty tanees. Thisrequiremetisgroly V . a

houg the unsteady lift coefficemnt ratio LCr. Aupr WI evidnAt:n T"a e 2. There issot a single cusle fwichdthe. to
show the vruiaton of Lcorr a a function of the man ratsive values apIe. In fact, the onsteady lu+/v•1 values we 2 to 20
now incidence salle. tn gmeral the attachd row ne ated them pMau than dm du e ot stary k*1k values.
forcing function a S AOA ce em P sonIyI wen with lneo
theory, with he degre of ca deAefasvatng tan theAOA egt vinlatig th bove m an the
incteasests W 0" w0. wiw nen to the -p f Lcti ,, the unsteadY eo" ampm* P Is reflected in the interesting nd
attac.ed flow genertd forcing function pin exhibita the apparent in the first hmonic pnm vectrs. Nowe that the pms
colrelation with theary. However, all of the forcing function Vector reprsn the sp disribution of the forcing function
pa co•r•lations ae poor. a I* .st .vecr. AW in the direction of Vm convwctoL
F,-c-ny Fule• R,,W = r msdis tion of the gust vector is consaructd by

plotting the emporal variations in AW spatially in the direction
To begin to understand the signifiant effect of altering Of gust ctnvection, with the magnitude and direction with

the forcing function genertu fluid dymics on the unlsteady to C maitained. In other words, dhe pm vecito which

Ca mleanse of the downseam ro- r - i d row.it is inoed that we ctsoray determined front orsuve podnts in time are
hforing functions at 5. 10" and 2(r AOA an not equivalent e d direction of fm convection determined fron thein terms of the fundamental foring function parameter In due. IU maximum ninide of dhe f hmoni

part w icuate magnitude and -hs of the of die farst harmonic VlWdt.Te annimgitud fthefrthroI~~~~r~~~u',~go VO1M ftiol 1• fd f••li ma: Im dic 5* AGA aifoil aglttce flow, Figure IS. is
ust component ratio, u+/v+, e different. ..• om" in the _nk- and mid-free swum les.

1%S, the gntvOCIMs fam a Shape that is somewhat sinusoidd.
Figure 16 shows the magnitude and phase of the first However. the first harmonic gs vectors from the 10 AQA

harmonic gust ratio. u*/v+, as a function of the stayloading airfoils at the onset of sepaate flow, IF4gur 19. sad the 2W
level, with the AA as a parameter. The gustarcuis ,in AOA airfoils with sparated flow, Figure 20, have the first
Particular the magnitude and phase of u+/v+, e clearly a heani k gust vector of maimum magnitude near one of the
function of the fluid dynamics od the forcing function generator. wakc-fie Mum beundaries. Thus then gun veto frm a
Namely, as the forcing function gnratr fluid dynamics skewed-inusoId. The commm factor in this shape of the fis
changes from an attached flow to a flow at the onset of hamoic gust is the pmt ratio phas angle, u&+/v+. The 5"

pwtion to a s r flow, both th megumadc 2M the a AOA smtlted flow *ng functio hi a pm trato phase anleof u+v+ typically decrese, with this decrease a function of the of 54.4 while the other frcing functions have gm ratio Phan
steady loading level, anles of 27.3- and 14.9. Not tha this effect of ut ratio

phmmangleon the ashp ofthe flt harmonic pi is imilar toThe effect of die frcing function pm characteristics, in te change in the shape of te linear theory pm caused by the
Particular, the phase of u+/V, on the rote blade gust genertd mdification of u+Iv' , mpinide orthe phse of u+AN ( 111. At
unsteady pssure respone is demonstated in Rpgm 17 which low pst atio pas angles, zlgues 19 and 20. the pm vectors
shows the variation of the Loor as a function of the phase of am nearly parallel to mne another bet awe skewed in shape
u+/v+, with the AOA as a parameter. Although dte gut ratio becaus the value of u010' differs significandy from k2/kl.
phase has no cler effect on the magnitude of the lift cordation. However. at high gust ratio phase angles, the gst shape says
it has a noticeable effect on the phase of Lcorr, with the phase sinusoidal, perhaps Suggesting that the pm ratio phase angle is
data-theory correlation improving. i.e., approaching 0(, with the dominant factor in the gust shape determination than the
increasing gust ratio phase. matching of u÷/v÷ magnitude to k2kl:. Cearly, the 'ui

ha mon gust we influenced significantly by the gust
To begin to understand the fundamental difference ratio phase angle and the degree of equivalence between k2tkibetween the response data generated by the attached flow, the and the magnitude of u+Iv+. independent of the forcing

flow at the onset of separation. and the fully sepate flow and funtion fluid dynamic. In conuras. the total forcing functon
tde correlation othese dame with lineste•ry, the validity of the gust vectors ma largely affected by the forcing function fluid
unsteady linear theory model for these flows is considered. In dynamics, as will be discussed.
particular, as considered by Henderson and Fleter (11. 121,
linear theory requires that: (1) the gst vei comuponents a The violation of the first two linear theory gust
and v+ swe 180, out of phase (2) the m usude of u+/v+ is donditi•s..o. to the violation of the last two. resultinu in gpst
equal to the ratio k2kl, deermine foro tie steaty flow free vector which ar neither parallel to one another nor
steam and wake region veocity tuiagles (3) di gpm vam is perpendicular to the direction of wake convection. The
pendicular to the direction of g•us coe•io (4) ad assumptions of perpendicularinY between the gust vectors and
gust vectors ae Parallel to onm mother. Note that satisfyng the direction gus convection k ma clearly inappropriate, as
only the firs two conditions automatically sa dfies the last two demonstrated in Figures 1& 19 and 20 which also show the
conditions. NACA 0024 airfoil generated total gust vectors. Note that few,

if any, of the vectors in the total gust ae perpendicular to the
The impoutnce of the pot raio phase angle is illutmed directio of cotvection. In fact whet is evident is a fanning out

by the requirement that the sneamwlse and tansverse ust trend of the vectors in the wake region that increases with
compoents; u+ and v ae 18W out ofphase. Tis icreased forcing function flow separation. Also. the 36/tv
is violated independent of whe•her forcing function gum ae iGV wakes am embedded within the larger 2/mv NACA airfoil
generated by separated or attached flows. The phase of u+/v+ is wakes in the totl gust
generally new zero for fully separated flow but Iuiger for onset
of separation or attached flows with as increase in the phase of

SS
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Th viAsoen f at do maden ti a thins pt vmn dcMr
a pmali a manter is a* solmt in thes figus. With
amss inlet flow, ik 2ftv total gm vaectoss • n. I. Whitehead. D.S.. Classical Two-DImensional Medtds."
adnw in dws walte region. This crossi of the vectors is AGAEDos A NA. 9., AGARD Mansu on AwocAxW4iy
prtst in all gusts poduced by the NACA 0024 airfoil is Axial Flow Twbomachiaes. Volume 1: Unsteady

sew.ma . flow. For , inlet flow .aeurated at the onse Twb*omechnery Aerodyam• •,, pp.3.1-3.30.
of u mpaatio. the 2ev otal gns vectos do not cross one
mist as much as they did for th attached inlet flow. 10 &act. 2. Fleeter. S..'lTe Fluctuation Lift and Moment Coefficients
on a side of the wake, the 2/ev total gus vectn strt to fan for Cascaded Aifoils in a Nonunifom, Comprsmble Flow."
or spsad spart front om another. With a separted inlet flow, AIAA Jmoral oArcr*. VoL 10. No. - February 1973,
this fanning of the Mal git vector is even mom p .red pp. 93-98.
The sxal gust vector in is wake rwpa fans continuously from
one side to another with no ismsecoms. 3. Adamczyk. JJ. and Goldstein, M.L.- "Unsmady Flow in a

Tus the sconsderation of soon essential assumptions Supersonic Casca with Subsonic Leadin Edge Locus,"
inherent in the unsteady liar indicates that these AIAA Journal, VoL 16, No. 12, 197L, pp. 124 8-12 54 .
assumptions am not awwrowanta fornactmn blade rows
amnd cn1not 1 appliL T copooreda- • ie n of the 4. Veulon, J.M. and Usab, WJ., 'Application of a Linearized
ranking blade row unady Mardnm rOn suggests an Unsteady Aerodynamic Analysis to Standard Cascade
intima relatioship bet•e th l c etMscs o1 the g•st Configurations." ASME Paper 90-GT-I/. June 1990.
vecto and the degree of cosreasdos ofthco esrbldrw
unsady aeodynmic gust response data wb 6m theary. S. Verdon. 1.M. and Hall, LC., "Development of a Linearized

Unsteady Aerodynamic Analysis for Cascade Gust
Response Predictons," NASA Report 4308, July 1990.

A series of expm were performed to inveafg.te 6. Scott. .S. and Atassi, H.M.. "Numerical Solutions of the
the fundamental flow focing function phenomen geneating Linearized Euler Equations for Unsteady Vortical Flows
differant blade row gust responses, in p atached Around Lifting Ai•rfils AIAA Paper 90-.1990

psagemd flow fus~inlg functions generaed with NACA 0024

afols. 7. Fang. J., "CAompessible Flows With Vortical Disturbances
Around Cascades of Airfoils," Ph.D. Thesis. Universiiy of

TIMM experiments rvealed the rew result that the Notre Dame. April 1991
forcing function gnerat fluid dynamics ih significant with
regardoothe .ldg ste/ya odynanu sp ofa 8. Manwaring, S.R. and Fleeter. S., "Forcing Function
downseam airfoil row. Namely, atached flow, onset-of- Effects on Rotor Peiodic Aerodynamic Response." ASME
separated flow and separated flow forcing fctinenera Journal ofTwbomachinery, VoL 113, No. 2. April 1991,
re In l and inpont differences in ishrewtmng unteady pp. 312-319.

dynamic gt esponse of the downstem aifoil row and
the Cm~lwtioit of ese d lija thedmy predit-ions. 9. Smith, S.N. "Discete Frequency Sound CGneration in Axial
Steady tmor blade loading also significady dftectd this data- Pow Turboanchime." Aeronauical Research Council R&M
theory correlation. These differences in the detailed forcing 3709, Great Britain. March 1972.
fun Ion fluid dytmics explain the signifcant differences in
ManwUming and ifesers (81 fundamentally equivalent 2-E inlet 10. Henderson. G and Fleeter. S.. "The Response of a Low
dismtion and wk • a gus repoe daa. Namely, their Solidity Symmnmic Airfoil Cascade to Compressor Wake
inlet distortion focing function was generaed by an attached and Linear Theory Gusts." IUTAM 61A International
flow whetase the flat plat wake forcing funcion was genead Sy•posium on Unsteady Aerodynamics and Aeroelasticiry
b~ya seprmed flow. Hence the differencs in th resulting roto of Turbomechiaes and Propellers, The Univers;,y of Notre
blade row gun nmady aefdynamic response. Damn, September 1991.

The focin; function fluid dynamics was analyzed in 11. Henderson. G.H. and Fleeter, S.. !'Forcing Function
terms of the requirements inherent in the linear theory gust Effects on Unsteady Aerodynamic Gust Response: Pan I
modeling. Tbhs showed that the forcing function violation of the Forcing Functions" ASME Gas Turbine Conference, June
180r ph= requirement between the savuwinv Mtd transver 1992.
gun components contributed to the poor das•-theory phase 12. Henderson, G.H. and Fleeter, S., "Forcing Function
correlation and that the addition of the values of lu+/v+l and Effects on Unteady Aerodynamic Gust Response: Part 11
kzlkl not being equal leads to Unsteady gust vectors which we Low Solidity Airfoil Row Response" ASME Gas Turbine
neither pdlel Moa anot nor perpndcular o the direction Corlerence, June 1992.
of wake convection, as also inherent in linear theory gust
models. Thus, the degree of corrlation of the rotor blade
unsteady gust response data with linear theory is cosely related
so the characteristics of the forcing function gust generating the
response.

Research sponsored by the Air Face Office of Scientific
Reseach (AFSC) under Conuract F49620-S8-C-0022. The
United States Government is authorized to reproduce and
distribute for n l purposes notwithstanding
any corig noio hero
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T"bi I. OmvMerall n ad cmaraemwmiaus

3 ROTOR STATOR I(GV

AWfodtyp C4 C4 C43 Number of Airfoils 43 31 36

Chord. C (awn) 30 30 Y0

Sutidusy. CIS 1.14 1.09 0.96

C3n(bcr. 0 23.0 27.7 36.9

Stagger Angle. y 36.0 -36.0 21.0

Inlet Metal Angle. P1 50.0 30.0 0.0

Aspect Ratio 2.0 2.0 2.0

rhickness&hord (M) 10.0 10.0 10.0

Reynolds Number x 10-5 6.3 6.3 5.0
(based on chard)

FYow Rme (kgls) 2.03

Design Axial Velocity (mls) 24.4

Design Rotational Speed (RPM) 22503 Number of Stages 3

Design Stage Pres Ratio 1.0

Inlet Tip Diamester (mm) 4203lubflp Radius Ratio 0.714
ISu E'fli - (V.) 85

I
3 Table 2. Unsteady lu+/v+l and steady flow kyk I values

Steady Loading -3" 0 3"

Forcing Fenctions

Auached Flow

(5 AOA) u+/v'1l 2.04 2.37 2.69 2.37

k2jkt 0.281 0.237 0.182 0.128

SDiffrenmce 626% 900% 1.378% 1,752%

Onset of Separation
(0r AOA) lu+/v+l 1.15 1.63 1.64 2.13

k2Akl 0.279 0.226 0.185 0.140

Separted Flw Difference 312% 621% 786% 1.421%

(M0" AOA) i+t/v+l 0.783 1.14 1.55 1.07
k2lk 1 0.300 0.234 0.177 0.132

Difference 161% 387% 776% 711%

I

I
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3 APPENDIX V

Sin& Pas Euler Analysis of Oscatng Cascade UnsMady Aeodynamics for
Arbitray Interbiade Phase An&gl

AMAA Paper 93-0389, January 1993
(also AIAA Joumalfor Propulsion and Power, in press).
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EFFECT OF ACOUSTIC RESONANCE CONDITION ON
WAKE GENERATED ROTOR BLADE GUST RESPONSE

Steven R. Manwering + and Sanford Fleeter
Thermal Sciences and Propulsion Center

School of Mechanical Engineering
Purdue University

West Lafayette, Indiana

ABSTRACT NOMENCLATURE

Unsteady aerodynamic blade row response is genedlycategorized as either subresonat or superresonant, with an acoustic b Row bladearsna a de ponts where these regpis meet Alhouh these far ip or blade stady pressure coefficientfedacutc res onsap r• critimca to obuinins co predictions C Rotw bladie amady pressure coeficienfrom linearized unsteady flow models, they we a subje t some Cap mor Maudemmy pressme difference coef, ientcontuoversy. both analytically and expenImUlly. in ths Pape r o3multistae axial flow co Mps- a0S10m-i reonace onditions, Rotor blade acoustic wave unsteady pressureincluding bott sukesonat amd bupf esnI t un-eady rdynamic 1response in the.inediam vicinity of an acoustic r m r blade man ncidwce &le&eaperimentally investigatedL This is acoomnllsed by q11 iy Ru .tdb / Vateeacoustic: resonance and subresonant sad Itmes~n cobadeamlldaergduseaypesr
mphenomea in mwn of their effect on dte rotor blade ;sRow blabeterace seady press yire10 wPeriodic u e pressure pose. Tke subresonant ad -iqn ~ c•o • .a •m ~ m -1 - .6 Pyd s• • Firs iaimow comple unsteady presur

nImber of vanes while mnsaiM the amber ofr lowr-I Acoust wecomle w ps sSthereby altein the unmeady smaer-mo iertions md theinebaePhase angie and by varm ang Mach am1ber withou Sueamwise peioicust e adyu copoenocty
c angm a we rMw inafractions F tihs dla •t we otar tow V# S-amwis peridc usw* vekcty
erioc unstuady pr'esIu r 01s t• a dowaum7I sm.. . v Tansvwse Pat first hmnonic comtponenIntrcingn er-dao-t-w. i tde. k. h gus imusvese periodic unsteady velocity

untayaerodynamic reponse Of the frt st mP rotw row due to V. MIND axial velocity5,GV wake$. with the IGV-instrumented frst sage rotr itself AV Aba eociyvecrdifrecerommn value
Conniue to geeaesubresonaset and sapenesAnsat conditions is Total unsteadyavelolut
considered. Appopria ewdt TOW coereland vethlocitySPRelative 

mean flow angle

Relative flow angle difference fom mean value
sFacing function fe kquency

INTRODUCTION

TuhmoIachine blade row aeroelastic and aeroacoustic+ Curerendy Engineer. Aerodiynamic Resem arch y response am driven by unstea0dy aerodynamic phenomena, currentlyI Eci Airrafanalyzed by linearized unsteady aerodynamic modl n which t3 Ge era El cuic Aicra t En ine . O cbmai. hiou nsteady flow is con sidered to be a sm a l p ertu rbation of a unmfoum.
Whinieed (19M7, Flet (19731, Adarnczyk and Goldstein 1197g),and Verdon and Usab (19901, of a nonuniforn steady flow. verdonamd HaU (1990. Scott and Ass 19901 ad Fan g 119911. Forthse
linearized models to yield mathematically vali predictiens of theblade rodntayocdnuc.te far field solutioncaacescaft ucri . the~, e particular combinaton of unsteady tImay result in these linearized unsteady aerodynamics

nwxkk a ~various wv tppinmd

IUnsteady arodynamc Mblade row response is generally
catm, - based an the far &M.l acoustic response. Foe a cascade in
a subsonic flow, the unsteady flow is superresonant when pressure
diturancs .propaga away Irom d e unattnuated. When
the pressure: disurbances decay exponentially with distance the
cascade is subresonant. At an acoustic resonance, a point where
subresonant and superresonant regions meet, the pressure"tra"d PfOI•Wp CM•I "go the blade row, i.e.. the energy is

P swim1 at ft 1,I unanaoa Gas Turbine and .Aero.qone Congn1m ant Exoia
Cinktwnnm ONOo - Mdav 24-27.19l3
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rs ne doM cUmk I Inmr' and imSMEade Phan angle; a RSEARCH COMPRESSOR

elIduced I(eqmency k values. For a subsonic inlet Machumhn. 11e Pudu Aulal Plow Reseab Comreso models the
d* umady now end cascade gMaesY condisoma which specify the TdaNu lG Purdouaclery x i samdy aeCmdyamnp c multistage3 Mad resonai inP1ads plm e ang vlu V " k is given in rquatgion Uama co- phm.oms whicid th. incidence angle. the vcktY

. At p ve n tive inerblde p"ase angle values, acoustic and Jrssure vanauions. the aerodymamic forcing function
saimmatos bracket the wave propagating superresonan, region. wavcanms. the reduced fre1upeacy. and the unsteady blade row

Seither or* or O Pc OrO the cascade is subresonann and the intratiosThe m diven by a 15 HP DC elest-rc maw
waves decay 1. h eaat a speed of 2.250 kPM. For the baseline configuration. eachwye decay191. identical stage contains 43 rotor blades and 31 mar vanes havingI -A- (M sin (. + y) ± t41 - M2 =m2(01 + BY) British C4 aifoil profile. with the first stage roto inlet now new

(C/S)( I - M2) established by a variable setting inlet ide vane (IGV) row of 36
lM(I) airloils. The overall coampessor and airfli characteristics am defined

in Table I.
Pe is dhe acoustic resonant interblade phase angle. M denotes

die number. k - owCU. CA is die cascude solidity, y is 1he sor, row and second sager ior row removed to assum dt potential
i GUM&ld 92 arile and ceo is the menflow incidence angle. effects do am affect the instrumented blade row data. The

propagatinlg acoustc wave is generaed by fixing the number of third
A111Onl1h these aousic rsonances are critical to obtaining stage rotor blades and varying the number of second sop statr

Msdnuti&U Fn Pdl Par editio from linearized unsteady flow itst ban ua~am flow conditions form this downsutrami
models, they are a subject of some controversy. For example. mtor-roor interaction. The IGV's and instrumented rut stage mor

sro" Olyio .Bn and Quiniou (19901 developed an Euler solver and ro comlb ination is such that their inteacton is far removed from die
ot aid P correlion with vibrating tnsonic cascade d 0 1C resonant cd1onsitim

Hobwever. this code did noe exhibit any particular bhalvior at acoustic
musna conditions. Experimentlly, superresonant flow wave To investigate the gust unsteady aerodynamic response of the
popagamon behavior has been shown by Buffume and Fleeter (1991a. fist stage rotor row due to IGV wakes, with the ICV-instrmened
S gorotor interaction generating subresonant and superresonant
S 1no 8 iscascade daa. t'e q esion has also ben raised s conditions. the number of first stage otor blades is maintained

cd a uscade I 3ustion hsals bade rais. constant and the numbe of IGVs is varied. Also. the downstreamt of acotusoc resonances in actualblade! tows. second stage staor and third sutge maor combinations ae configured
so OPeI frate o anosi e~nn

Of pueicdu imerest herein is a mror bMade PopMrng in a
mulublade row nvionm n. The interaction of this rot with INSTRUMENTATION
1istPe flow fields genead from vanes, struts. obsuructions or
inlet flow disgortions, for example. 8generaes proxpuag acostic The compressor aerodynamic performance is determinedI yvel These unsteady interactions me specified by the reduced utilizing a 48 pon Samivve system thrmcouples. and a venn
frequency k and die reative number of upstream excitations orifircev m pornSae de required pesyst . tmpermouples and flow ras.

Sand downsmeam rotor Wades Ntwed which specifies the respectively. The Scanivalve trasducer is calibrated each tme data
b de phse n0e value 1 re acquiredthus amocally -c sating for zero ad span shifts

of the transduce output. A 95 % conidence interval, root-mean.
=2+ 2n (2) square eror analysis of 20 samples is performed for each steady data

Both steady and unsteady rotor blade row data are required.
m where m is an integer. The steady data quantify the rotor row mean inlet flowfield and the

resulting rotor blade midspan steady loading distribution. The
S These rotor interactions generate scoustic waves which unsteady data define the periodic aerodynamic forcing function and
a upstem and downstream Depending on the interaction. the resulting midspan blade surface periodic unsteady pressure

a the relative number of upstream excitatons and downstream disibutions.
utor blades. either a suebesonant or a supe omant flow condition
results. In the subresonant regime, the acoutc wave is attenuated The inlet flow field, both steady and unsteady, is measured
whereas in the superresonant flow regime it propagates uPtea aid with a rotating cross hot-wire probe. Disturbances in the stationary
downtream. frame-of-reference. i.e.. the IGV wakes, are the unsteady

aerodynamic forcing function to the first stage rotor row. The rmoor
in this paper, multistage axial flow compressor acoustic periodic unsteady inlet flow field generated by these disturbances is

resonance condidons, including both subresonant and supeansonat measured with a cross hot-wire mounted in the rotor frame-of-
uns edy erodynmnic response in the immediate vicinity of an reference. The probe is axially mounted 30% of romor cho upstram
acoustic resonance, are experimentally investigated. Tis is of the rmoor leading edge plane. A potential flow field analysis
acomlished by means of a series of experiments directed at determined this axial location to be such that leading edge potential
quantifying these acoustic resonance and subresonant and effects are negligible for all steady loading levels. The probe is
su--- pE oant blade row interaction phenomena in terms of their angularly aligned to obtain roo relative velocity and flow angle data.

eon the =oor blade row periodic unsteady pressure response. Mhe cross hot-wim probe was calibrated and linearized for velocities
First dhe first g or tow Peridic unseady pressue respotnse to a from 18.3 r/se to 53.4 m/sec and ±.35 degrees angular variation.
downstream staor-rotor interction generated acoustic wave is with the accuracy of the velocity magnitude and flow angle were
stdied. Then, the gs unsteady aerodynamic response of the first deternined to be 4% and ±1.0 degree, respectively. Centrifugal
sg rotor row due to IGV wakes, with the 1GV-ins1trmnted first loading effects on the rotating hot-wire sensor resitances and, thus.
stage rotor itself configured to generate subresonant and the responses found to be negligible.
supesonat conditions is considered.

* 2
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blade suface stas prssuea reference. These s=tic pressure particular, the svnamwie andt ut svern velocity components. u0 - 1 0 msanrow based 4 poces e pe w.. fly - then Fourier decomposed todie" A rodrum, determine the first tanmmouc of the suneanwise and transverse gust
The aeaurpmm d the midspan tor blade surface unteady cmpoeim" * rand -v+.

pressures is accovilished with 20 uklra-miniat'e, high respose The various unsteay aerodynamic gust mathematical modelswonducers embedded in the rotor blades at the same choidwise reference the gust generated airfoil aedy ponse to akicatis as the smuic Pressure saps. To minimize the possibility of trstnIsv erssu mTeladigedgeo h airfoil aeixtynamic respo n thea
flow disturbances associated with the inability of the transducer expedtm densu adscrild hemin. ege of the a mrfoil. However. in thediaphragm to exactly maintain the surface curvature of the blade, a te insiatin o the daa acquisition Shaft trigger pulse. Thus. for
ever= mounting tech e ie consie My wish the models, the periodic data are further analyzedblade and the auct surf1 ace of the adjacent blade we inunete and relenced a transverse gust at the leading edge of the firstSwith transducers embedded in the ntonmasurement surface andconnectedtothe meure-m sacebyatictap. The d stage rotor blade. This is accomplished by assuming that: (1) thedynamic transducers are both statically and dynamically calibrated. aerodnamic sum funhicon remains fixed in the stationary refere-eaTon d no disceribe framn. and (2) ae forcing function does not decay from the roatingThe static calibrations show -tha diin•eay i'hot-wire Probe axil location to the rotor row leading edge plane.hysteresis. The dynamic calibrations demonstrate thal theresponse in terms of gain atenaio.n antd phase shift, I not 8fce
oy he reveose mountng technique. The accuracy of the unsteay= Two types of unsteady pressure data were measured andbypthe re verse m ountim ng technique.dThof the unsty. analyzed. The first type is the acoustic wave unsteady pressureg menerated by a downstrearn staso-rtor ieraction and operation inT he .m o -b ased stati p resu re Sc ani vadve tranducea, W atngs n the SU 0 1 a fl flow m'I im e arid m eau redby th e i s rm ente firscmsp bo-wire probe and 20 blade surface dynamic prssure MF 1ro01 row. These datsar referenced to the second stage oiw
trnsducers we t he stationary &fe tc u vane wake getaled transverse first harounic gust as defined by the
adO0 channel slip ring assembly. On-board s"a codianngo-fthe f~Onwwg equation.
ransducer otui npu ls is performed to maintain a good signal-so-

nise ratio through te lip ns. The remaining 17 channels of the

.V (j) (4)
DATA ANALYSIS where Cw,is the acoustic wave unstedy pressure coeffiient. ,- isSteady Data the acoustic wave unsteady pressure. " is the second stage scumaThe or blade surface staic psma dadta umesu wish the vane wake gncrae transverse gust first harmonic and V, is the5ro -based Scanivalve system are defined by a root-mean-square mean axial velocity.

mwanalysis Of 20 saples with a 95S confrdeace intervaL TIer cfo these midipan blade pnress mnmuremeas is the stic _ The second type is de unsteady pressure acting on the frirPessie at the exit ýof the roto measured on the roor dsun. Thus, stage sor row due to the upstre IGV waies while the jV rowthe blade surface and the reference static pressa are measured at aNd first SUage ror interaction operate in either a subresonant or aMinimreadii. Hence, a cosdion for the resulting difference in the supemesonn flow Cnvironment. The rotor blade surface unsteadyradial acceleration is applied in calculating the blade surface static Presse dat measuned with the embedded high response pressurepres coLm ana d o demmine the first harmonic of the
(3) unseady p d ceffcit CA. These ade inU2 a . Equation 5 and am specified from the Fourierc icn of th

wbene U, is the rotor tip vat digitized ensemble awer dynamic pressure transducer, signals.

Periodic Daft
The proi data of interest wre the Cis lam i Ppnetofheamdymncforcing functioa to the first stsroux bladb row VW*

- ]the a is¶l tingoo lae - II n VX
oeisth of the in -

cons•is tuneo •she rotatung cross ho-rn ~po where v* is the harmonic transverse gust component, V, is the mean
B"dy IMi pFss trn sducer ý stadf -! y ope0-ratins pon.inpuIc . these M -vriat s migl digitized with a hig speed axial velocity and A is the relative mean flow angle. TheA-D system at a re of 100 kWz and then ensml aveaed.

normIlization with P is used to corelate the effects of incidence angle
The keysothis averatgmechnique is the ability to simple changes on u y lif response per the work of Manwapng anddam at a time. r o mplishe by an .1-2l -.- A mounte on Fleete ( 19901.

_ the rotor shaft. The microsecon mpg siop - o pm al From the
enoe I is tedminiito i me- i -1 0 m tehihspe The final forom of the gust generated roto blade row unsteadyIA-D multiplexer system. To s•inificandy reduce the random aerodynamic dama define the chordwise distributon of the harmonic

fluctuations supei po e o n the perio adic - ignals of interest. 200 .com lex unsteady prss r and prss r difference coefficients. Also
averages are used. A Fast Foutrie Trnsmform (=FTr) aldi m is included as a refernmce where appropriate art predictions from the
IIapplied to thes ensembl averaged signals sodeseF *ne the first t gust analysis of Smith (19721. This model analyzes theharmonic component of the unsteady aerodynamic forng function u aerodynaics generated on a flat plate airfoil cascade at zero
and the blade surface first harmonic unsteady Pressures incidence by ansverse gust convected with an inviscid. subsonic.and W. Isur dfameee.n compresible flow.
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RZSULTS Rotor Row Pai Usmdy Inif Flow ield

To investipae multistage axial flow compressor acoustic Fgure 4 sbows the Fourier decompositon of the periodic
resonance conditons, a series of eperimensts are directed at unsteady inlet flow fied enterog the farn stage rotor row aid
quantying thesn acoustic resonance and subresostant and measurd with the rotar-ased cress hot-wire probe when the far
Sblade rw int o phenomena in larms of their downstream staor and roor are in a supenSlunm condition with 383 n the ' r blade fow periodic unmseady pressure response. i and 43 raotrs. The periodic unteady fnow fied, defined by the
PIMthe firm sage oter rw periodic unsteady pressuwe response to a nondimensionel stDwie sd UtUaVnsvps t omponents shows
downstream smcroto intuecion generated acoustic wave is the swong harmonic content due to the 36 IGV wakes upsreanm of theI tdied. , the gust unsteady aerodynamic response of the roit rotor row. However, frequency content due to she 38 per rev

stae rotor row due so IGV wakes, with the IGV-iWsrumeated first sUpIrresouan upstream piopagatiig acousUic wave is not found.
stage rotor itself configured to generate subresonant and Three other downstream Stator ro01r configurations. 39, 40 and 41

saeresonew0 conditions is considered, vanes, aiso give saiperresonsul acat conitions. In all of these.
however. the acoustic wave is not sensd "hus, the upstream

Aeo k Wave Gimeted Rotor Raw Response i~propatng acoustic wave does not affect th IGV wake generatedI periodic unsteady flow field entering the fust sut rotor row.
The frt stap momr blade row unsteady pressure response to

upsUUem propagating acoustic waves generated by dhe super sona" Rotor Row Unsteady Pressur Response
ieractions of a far downstream stator and rotor row is quantified.
Vasyinp the number of second stage stator row vanes while Figures 5 and 6 show the first stage rotor blade tow pressure
maintaining the number of third stage rmoor blades enables and suction surface unsteady pressure response to the upstream
subresontat and superresonant flow regimes to be established. In propagating acoustic wave generated by the four superresonant stator-
paticular. superresonsat flow regimes are established with a second rotor configuratiols. For each configuration. beth dhe pressure andI s rage sarrow with 38. 39. 40 and 41 vanes and a third stage rotor suction surface show nearly comtant unsteady pressure magnitude
row with 43 blades, while subresonant flow regimes are established and linear phase chordwise distributions, with the magnitude
with a second ste stor row with 36 antd 37 vanes and a third stag decreasing a the number of vanes is increased from 38 to 41 and the
roor row of 43 blades. For these configurations. the cmresponding linear phase distibutions remin ing relatively unffected. The linear
reduced frequency values range front 4.76 so 5.42 while incterlde ciordwise distribuion of these phase = dt correspond to a convectedi phse angles range from -51.6" to -16.'r. The reduced frequency is wave speed of approximately 320 mlsc. which corresponds to the
minimally affected by this range in the number of vanes while the speed of an upstream traveling acoustic wave, i.e., the speed of
isneiblade phase angle is greatly affected and, thus the effects shown sound minus the mean axial flow velocity. Since the pressure and
by variation in die number of vanes corresponds generally to suction surface unsteady pressue chordwise distributions are nearly

t phase angle variations. identical in magnitude and phase. the magnitude of the unsteady
pressure differnce is nearly zero for each of the vane configurations.

To demonstrate the generation of an upstream traveling Thus, die unsteady lift due to upstrem p mopIg -iflg acoustic waves is
acousac wave. Ftm 2 shows die Fourier decomposition of a typical minimal.
irt stage rotor bade surface unsteady pressure signal generated byI the far downstream stator and rotor opeMaing in a supeIrsona•nt The nondimensional acoustic wave unsteady pressure
smlorroeor configuratdon consisting of 38 vanes and 43 blades, with amplitude as a function of the nunber of vanes is conmpared to the flat
a Mach number of 0.03 st an RPM of 2,250. 'tis uansteady pressure plae cascade prediction in Figure 7. The acou wave ampluude is
measurement, located at 5% chord on the first stage rotor blade obtamed from the blade surface unsteady pmrems constant magnitude
suction uface, clearly shows the smng frequency content due to the chordwise distibutions. The prediction of the number of vanes at

t upinm raveling 38 per rev acoustic wave, with the anpiinade being which resonance occurs is fair. The data show that resonance occur
ap oximately on-third that of the 36 per rev IGV wake generated at an interblade phase angle generated with between 37 and 38 vanes
im harmonic ampliUdc, per stauor row (s between -30.2" and -41.8%), while the flat plate

cascade model predicts the resonance to occur at 38.4 vanes (s equal

de Surace Steay • to -38.51). However, there is very good trendwise agreement
cobetween the data and the prediction, with the magnitude of the

A compressor condition corr g to de lowest superesonant acoustic wave increasing as resonance is approached
obtainable first stage rotor blade steady loading level is utilized, and the acoustic wave gready attenuated in the subresonant
coresponding most closely to the fis plate cascade model. For this L

e compr esor configuration, this lowest loading condition is defined by
* a fir stage rotor row man incidence of approximately -3.5'. • = IGV Wake Generted Rotor Row Response
3 shows the cbordwise distribution of the first stage roor ade
surface steady pressure coefficient with the downstream sutor-roor The gust unsteady asrodynamic response ofa roor row due to
operating in a superresonan flow condition generated by a Gv wakes, with the IGV-iusnumened rotor itself configured to
downstream configurasiom with 38 staor vanes and 43 rotor blades. generate subresonant and supermesnans conditions is investigated.
The area between the pressure and suction surface steady pressure The acoustic conditions Am Achieved by varying the number of IGV's
data is nomericaily integrated to determined the steady loading level, and maintaining the number of first stage romr blades. in pajricular.
Figure 3 also shows the negligible variation of steady loading when subresonant and superresonant acoustic environments were
the number of downstream stator vanes is varied to obtain established two ways: (1) by changing the number of vanes while

b0 t and supeesonant flow conditions. Therefore the blade maintaining the number of rotor blades, thereby altering the unsteady
stmay loading and thus the surface steady pressure is unaffected by stator-rotor interactions and the interblade phase angle and (2) by
the upstream propagating acoustic wave generated by downstrean varying the Mach number without changing the blade row
superresonat stalor-rotor interaction, interactions.

* 4
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wih35.36and37w.•avsatpamgam raw wiwh4351 b1 differs SMdy frao the daa an bash doh e and

while m ' flow ,egi ,n with [OV rows with 3l,39 anS• now sgi. Tha ded pis d.a ,MIy M
vanus and a first mtge roaw raw with 43 blada. For te. tAlp lnnmrof ias maeasd.with aldecrease phmam

configlratnons. the ag tcd ummc nfn e necondition. However die data how an acreme in ph•se
4.63 to 5.42 ano phus eale seap from .1.0 m0 a the number of vms is increaued, with so sharp dem near the

Mar. Tindfusquincyinimalyahedbydthis ein sonanciee condition. Also, the predicted phase is geerally 90" to
t h e n u m b e r o f vlnos w i t Jl t h u i n u b i e e p h se i a 1 as g r e ed y I S O3 wa t r t h a t h e d a t a.

affected and. thus, the effects shown by variation in henuabe of
vanes corresponds I dly to inrbdid e p asngle variations. Unsteady Pressure Differance

m Figure II shows the complex unsteady pressure difference
coefficient data for the three subresonant flow condition

Bladle Surface Steady Preures configurations generated with 35. 36. and 37 IGV's. while Figure 12
shows the analogoms dat for die three superresonano flow condition

Similar to the procedure described previously, the blade configuratiois with 38. 39 and 41 GVY's. The chariwise varation
surface steady pressue coefficient data define the steady loading of the magnitude data for both near resonant flow conditions are
acting on the first stage rotor blade. Figure 8 shows the negligible almost idenical, with the magnitude generally decreasing with
effect on the blade sedy loading as the number of IGV's is varied to increasing chord except in die quarter and aft chord. In the region
achieve subresomnan superresonart flow conditions. This again about the quare chord, the data show a large dcmmsed magnitude
demonstrates that the rotor blade seady loading and. thus the blade whereas in the aft chord the data show as increased magnitude. In
surface steady pressure distribution is unaffected by blade row accordance with the previously presented unsteady lift magnitude
operation neaw an acoustic resonant flow condition. trends the magnitude daut increase with an icreasing number of

vanes and an increasing interblade phase angle in the subresonant
Rotor Row Unsteady Inlet Flow Reied environment and decres with an increasing number of vanes and

'MIfhscmicnwmes intemblade phase angle in the supeuiesonant environment.The Fourie decoamposito of the streamvise and u'ansverse
gst velocities nmesure by the ronto-based cross ho-wu prohe ands The complex unstedy piesur difference coeffcie-nt phase
generated by the 38 IOV's upstream of the fir stage rotor row dao also show nealy identical chordwise tends. with the data
shows a dominant 38 par-rev excitation fundamental harmonic with peerlly increasing with an incrasme in the number of vanes and the
smaller hiher hamonics. Figure 9 shows that te variation in the inteiade phase angle. T•e exceptions we once again in the quarter
amplitudes of the transverse and streauwise harmonic gust chod and aft blade regions.At quarer chord. td e reim decme in the

uo is with the num be of IGV's is minimal. However, as the phase data diminishes as the acoustic resonance condition is
10 V's is increased form 35 to 41. the orlade row goes approached for both the subresofnat and superresonant

tahough an acousc resonance condition as will be shown. Thus, the environments. In the aft blade, the phase data decrease, with theperiodic unsteady inlet flow field to a rmwr tow which is itself decrease becoming increasingly sharp as the number of vanes and_o cid eth a subresonant or superresonant condition is not iatemblale phase angle ae increased.

;: Uns t e adeya Pressure Surface Unsteady Pressures

Unsteady L•t R o Figures 13 and 14 show the fru stage rotor row pressure
surface ICV wake generated fist harmonic unsteady pressure

The unsteady lift coefficient dat w obtained by utizing the response in the subresonant and superresonant flow regimas. The
mVpezoidal rule t y integati e the cFiton1wisedistribudons of trends of the magnitude data with chordwise position are nearly
the diffeey e m data with the unsteady pressr identical for both flow environments, with a generally decreasing
"diff ce dblade lAding and tailingsedie asmud to be zero. magnitude with increasing chord distribution except for a largepear invicid modrds. Figar 10. shows th Mniea at the decrease in magnitude at quarter chord. The pressure surface

data and the flat plate cascade prediction of ft complex unsteady lift magnitude dat exhibit the same variation with the number of vanes
coefficient as a function of the number of vanes. As shown earlier, and interblade phase angle as did the unsteady lift and unsteady
the flat plate model prediction of the resonance location is fairy pod. p difference magnitude data i.e.. the magnitude dam increase
The data indicate a resonance as an inemPblade phase value between in bh the sutesonant and superresonant envionurent as the number
-50.2 and 413. generated with between 37 ad 38 vanes while the of vanes and interblade phase angle approach their resonant values.
model predicts resonance at an interblade phase angle of -38.5'
crresp8onding to 38.4 vanes. In the subresonant flow regime, the The unsteady pressure phase data are relatively unaffected by
prediction of the untady lift magnitude is very good. with the data die number of vanes and dte intieblade phase angle in the subresonant
and the prediction both increasing in magnitude as the number of environment but show large effects in the superrsonant environment.
vanes is increased and the resonance is approached. Also. these As the number of vanes increases from 35 to 37 in the subresonant
magnitude data and the prediction would be nealy kid in value if region. the phase dam decrease slightly with increasing chowd exceptI the prediction of the number of vanes for resonance was in exact near the quarte chord where these data are increased in value. In the
agreement with the data. In the superresonant flow regime, the superrsonant environment, while the chordwise trends still remain
fmagmniude prediction and data have omptble values. However, the relatvely unaffected by the number of vanes, the phase daa generally
prd cton exhibits opposite tends with the number of vanes and increase with an increase in the number of vanes and inarblade phaseI nserblade phase angle than does the data with the magnitude angle. The exception again is in the quarter chord region. where the
prediction decreasing and the data increasing as number of vanes is decrease in phase becomes larger as the number of vanes and the

and the interltade phase angle approaches toward the interblade phase angle decreases in the subresonant environment and
resonance value. increases in the superesonant environment.

Suction Surface Unsteady Pressures

The first stage rotor blade suction surface IGV wake generated
first harmonic unsteady pressure response is shown in Figures 15 and
16 for the subresonant and superresonait conditions. Once again, the
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dwekvum nnkor dllonllw an' W aMd Winthlm ths RP 18 do di tio Me& • • W_ y
m it 20or .at t hofei . =. danh ae magide sd dai mnl e m id a d A ree wi- - with IS excpto of aa the • us au di~seuueat ppaimsly SiMlar~ to the winnud mdsuan unaffacud 6usi evniniaus , wIAh ed

di'B~~ ~ ~ ~ wea as obP'" mwa 1111 sonxiom mtTý
surac alsoo coresonin pou• r fond by varin du; nuhro n umber- 0 - inmases.m Alaso t do m in the mantd u rm pressure difference mgIud deog Wnause withuc

10 i s sh um uoa conditions is much number in die subrasoni regime and are gety - n
than e ssuestuace *PIIluO ime Alto. an th Match n isbe increased. the- daaeva•lush eaed al e wi • n11ae cet i qaerchord regions

Tpie supeyrsainan eviusmes h ee die t i P phan I b s
wem m inSbiad phase angle in the subr.sonans nvionmmern as larger.
well as in the supreasosan s vironmesnt. in contrast to theI mpon xn prssure surface dues. The suction surface phase data Figures 19 and 20 show the effect of submsonant and
chowi unds wit nearly identical for bosh die subresonant and superresonant environments on she osor blade pressure and suwtoon
UPeOPIont conditions , with the phasedatarezuning generally surfac• ynV wake first harmonic unsteady presim response. Onceconstntalontg de chord except in the aftchrdm region wherethere is again. the trends of she daon antd and phs are relativelyI a decrease. As the tumber of vanes andi inserbiade phase angie is unaffected by the acoustic Cnwtotieit.Th exception is the

increased, the phase data increase, with the decrease in the aft chord unsteady Pressure magnaitde response in the frost amd aft suctio
region becoming larger surface in the suPeseonant envirosune wish Mach number 0.065,

where the magrnitde is greatly decreased. The magnitude daut follow
Mach umbe Effcts he trends Previously shown by the unstedy pressure difference data

with the magnitude increasing as the resonance is approached fromnU ~~In the previous section, the gut unsteady aerodynamic the subresonant reieand redued sharply in the superresomantresponse of a rotor row due to IG wakes, with the IGV- regime. As ie Mach numbe is increased, the phase daa also
insrumented rotor itself configured to Seamner subresonant and inc=as in value, with the suctonl surface data inceasing at a slightly

supnuonntconditions, was investigaed. TIN was accomplihe greater rate than dieo sn surface data.
bvaryingte numberfOs whilem n s u
at rotor blades an . thiu vrying the reduced frequency and the SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
insrbiado phase angie. In afddton to the reduced frequency and
nerbladi e phase angl, dhe Mach nu- r is alo i e me o A seases of experiments have been pefomed to invesigte

acouste Equation 1. Therere the e t of Mach multistage axial flow compresr acoustic resonance conditions,
on the acoustic environment of the Am stag ror row including both subresont t unseady aodymic

prodic unsteady aerodynamic response is also pe entaly response in the immedte vicinity of an acoustic resonance. In
isvestigated. This is accomplished by first coaeflguinng the particular. these exrimes quantified these acoustic resonance and
compressor such that it operates in the submreonam flow regime submsouna and supeseonat blade row interaction phenomena in
nearest to the resonance, Le., with 37 1OV's and 43 rus sut ra tms of he efect on die Aor blade row periodic unseady presureI ibde. The Mach number is then varied while maintaining die esponse Sbresonant and anaoustic env ts
U-vdulCbdfI 7 SIcy- ainum by changing the roso speed and thus the were established by chanin th nube o-f Vanes while maintaining

flo dm:7te ontvssr.Nose that in these experiments the the nuamber ofo Maimo blade, heby alterng the unsteady suior rotorI imrblaie - ang ssimant constant at .361 as the numbe interctons an she interbiade Phase angle and by varying die Mach
o KO• s and fint stage rotor blades ae fixed at 37 and 43 • •be without ca i th blade t ow emactina. Arathe diem
tospe~caivy. Four Mach numbers are considered, with three 0.072. Sagu oro periodic Fnted pseWs- response to a downstreamn0F077 an 8 1. resulting in subresoam flow conditions and one, s r neci g ou
0.085 resulting insa supessusonans flow condition. the gust unsfteady aeo e 110sponse1 wavte wAm stagied rtorro

- ~~~~~due to KO aksGit h IV-instrumensed first stagerotor itself
* " Figur 17 shows the comparison of the complex unsteady lift configured to eae sub"Wionant and sp1e om conditions was

coefficient data and flat plat cas prdictin as; a function of die conside these experiments are sumuizad in the
Mach numbe. The prediction and data correlation results ae simir foliowig.
to die previous results Namely, the prediction of the Mach numberI where resonance occurs. 0.105, is only in fairgreement with the Acoustic Wave Unsftey presure Response
dat which shows the resonance between Mach number values of
08081 and 0.085. Also, in the subresonant flow regime, the unsteady ' The pressure and suction surfaces have the same constant
lift magnitude data and Predictio ate ingood agreement. with both .magnitude and linear Phas varitation dmwchtws distributions.NWing approxmatey the same values ad increasing i iainE Mach number. For die superresonans flow cond#ition the magnitude *The Prediction Of the numb1111 Of vane and sthe interimlade phasdat an cotesponding unsteady lift prediction show only fair angle at which acoustic resonance occurs is fair, with the
agreement, with a large. decrease in both as compared to the prediction and data differing by approximately one vane a
SMabeoans Values. Once spin the phase predict~ion exhibits Very 8.4'.
poor corrlation with the dau. The prediction is relatively constant i
with Mach nunber except nearP the resonance codition. However. is very good tmndwise agreement between the acoustic
the phase data increase as the Mach number iincresed, with no wave unsteady pressure prediction and data. with the
indication of th large phase vaumgn~ new the resonance conditio as superresonans envi-ronment magnitude increasing as resonance10 bthe Prediction Also. the predicted P i is approachedn aN then sharply reduced to negligible values int bthe subresonant cnvironment.
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IGV Wale Gamu x! RWd Rowu Respoms Near Resonance Verdb. .iM. and Hall. IC.C., "Developfliciat of a LI.nearized

r~. ~ of te namy lit cUnsteady. Aerodynamic An~Salyssfor Cascade Gust ResponseTh coreaio f heusayllif offcet damwithe prdctos." NASA Rep~ort 408, July 1990.

dicons was y iy good in the submoronuw now rgnm . with
the o nlaoi f ta. data in the d upesotat flow rtiPme Whitehead. D.S.. "Classical Two-Dimensional Methods.'

only fair. In both aousiSc efvironme ,ts. the corleWon of dihe AGARDogreph No. 298. AGARD Manual on Aeroekastici•v in Axial

phase dama weo poor. both in value ald wend Flow Turbh•mchines. Volume 1: Unsteady Turbomachinery
AertmoyswsicS, pp.3.1- 3.30 . 1917.

die mmr blade surface umnseady prosure difference magnitude sTOC IySand phase data, with die manitude data increasing as the (S O

resonance conditin is approaed Mfrm either the subresonant AN2IM c4 C, C4

or superresonant flow reg31 s of inAukuk 43 11

On the individual moor blade suction and pressure surface, the C tm.Ci,, 30 I

IGV wake geerasd unsteady pressure magnitude data increaw se. cis 114 .,
in value as he acoustic nsonance condition is apprached formiC 20 2.
either the subresonant otsprrsnt flow reginus. reflecting CO . 2807.

the unsteady lift and unsteady pressure diffeence results. Also. Saw "k. 1 36.o .1.0 21.11Uthe corresponding phase data increase in value as the acoustic hV M" AN l* 00". i
resonance is approached frmn the subsonailt flow regime.
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Compressor Unsteady Aerodynamic Response to Rotating Stall and Surge Excitations
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